*Dr. Cantrell is the best doctor, ever. She is not only beautiful on the outside but is also beautiful on the inside.
*Dr. Ferguson is outstanding, as is his assistant.
*Dr. Frye was very good with the procedure and very good at making sure I was comfortable and wasn't aware
*Brenda, nurse, responsive and friendly.
I will recommend *Dr. Strand to others. Competent, and professional as well as his team of residents.
*Dr. Angle's whole team was superb. Very friendly and informative throughout entire procedure.
*Stephanie RN was very attentive and professional. She helped me remain calm! *Brad Williams CRNA was
I don't remember my PACU RN name, but she was very sweet! Short stay RN *Delia and PCA *Sandro were
I was very nervous about this procedure I am thankful for *Dr. Bilchick and UVA staff who kept me calm, safe
*Dr. Tracy Hedrick is the best doctor/surgeon that I have ever had. She takes such an interest in my well being
*Dr. Stephen Caldwell is one of the best dr. to ever attend to medical needs *Nancy Pitts was fantastic - supportive, knowledgeable & professional.
Please recognize the staff @ The Liver Transplant Clinic *Marcia, Greg, *Amy, *Dot & *Jon the extraordinary,
professional job they do, at UVA, Medical Health. *Dr. Argo all have been beyond the call of duty. In dealing
with me on my health issues. They have made my experiences @ UVA, much more pleasant! They are the best
My team was awesome! *Dr. Hays was responsive and personable. Anesthesiologist listened to my concerns
and was patient-centered in her response. *Carly is amazing; she made the pre-procedure a breeze. Staff was
A great thanks to *Dr. Kenneth Bilchick, *Kelli, *Fred, and *Kim. Outstanding care received.
*Dr. Shami & her staff are great people to deal & they allow me to be myself. Love HER.
*Dr. Shami is without a doubt the best of all the doctors I've ever encountered & you may tell her I said so. She
deserves it. Please take care of her, she is a true asset to your hospital.
*Traci Hedrick inspires enormous confidence in having the procedure she recommends. She takes the fear
I wish all doctors were just like *Traci Hedrick.
Excellent experience. *Dr Hedrick makes me less afraid of procedures in general. I just wish she could be my
Thanks to *Dr. Behm & staff who took good care of me.
Many thanks to *Dr. Chhabra & his staff. *Stephanie, *Jeanette, *Gary, *Denise & the other nurses were great,
*Dr. Diduch and his team rocks.
*Dr. Darby is a wonderful physician.
*Dr. Ragosta and his staff are excellent in every respect.
I have the highest regard in *Dr. Ragosta and the nursing staff and physician in this unit. They are excellent.
*Dr. Daniero and nurses were great! Care was excellent for a patient that's never had anesthesia before!
*Dr. Helen & staff went above & beyond my expectation during & after the surgery nurses on neuro surgery
WE had a pediatric nurse *Amy. She is wonderful. My 8 year old had an awesome experience.
Nurse "*Sam" was exceptional - professional; caring - and courteous. #3. *L Jones RN. #4. *Dr. Trowbridge was
& is a great surgeon, but especially a great woman who truly cares for each person! #7. *dr. Callin MD/*Geri
Nurse *Liz - super, her concern for my comfort was always up front! Post op instructions informative.
My surgeon, *Dr. Joseph Park, is an experienced doctor who explains clearly _____ procedure & gives x-ray
*Dr. Park had performed previous foot surgery and he would always be first choice for future surgeries, if need
All staff that I had contact with pre and post op were very friendly and capable (*Marie R, *Fred W...)
*Dr. Shami and staff are always great.
My nurses, *Jeanette and *Leanne, were very sweet and kind.
*Dr.Slingluff was a great doctor- very knowledgeable and did a great surgery for me.
*Ann Lee at the cancer center did an outstanding job to help me as far as scheduling everything-she was greatExcellent doctors & nurses. No problem at all. Would differently recommend UVA & *Dr. D. and *Dr. Johnson to
Everybody was so helpful. *Dr. Park worked to get me in as soon as possible while accommodating my schedule.
*Dr. Ferguson is very well qualified. He has very good bed side manners also. I trust him.
*Dr. Culp - excellent doctor.

Very positive experience. #4. *Dr. Lin is excellent!
*Shaheen RN excellent in starting IV and all nurses did a great job. Anesthesiologist all very caring.
*Dr. Chhabra has taken very good care of me for several years.
#4. (And no pain.) *Dr. John Christophel, MD explains the procedure, and has completed the nasal sidewall. And
*Dr. John Christophel, good information and to use Medihoney pads and vaseline. Also silicone to heal scars #7. *Dr. Wang is the best!
*Dr. Darby was "terrific." The most caring physician I've met!!!
*Dr. Park was excellent although my end result will be at least 4 wks from now, I have complete confidence in
I am grateful to the medical team who take care of me, and especially to *Dr. Sandra Johnson who showed
Anesthesiologist was friendly IV nurse was great - didn't hurt a bit. Everyone was friendly not impatient or
dismissive. Truly wonderful staff. #5. *Chris was a great easy going nice guy did a great job. #6, 8, 9 & 10.
I did see assisting physician *Dr. Kamal who was very nice and informative but I was a little fuzzy from the drugs.
I have never had a doctor (*Dr. Yoshida) who was as concerned and caring about my welfare. She spent a lot of
time with me explaining the procedure. Her bedside manner is wonderful - don't let her leave UVA!
Amazing how to entire process worked! Great dr. (*Mangrum) & people working for him were top of the line.
OR nurse *Christie was exceptional - took care of special dietary needs & checked on me at the end of her shift!
*Dr. Elias found time to fit me in for replacement of DBS ...
*Dr. A. Darby and the whole surgical team were pleasant, professional, and highly capable. I felt very much at
*Dr. Andrew Darby was great UVA is lucky to have him, he is the best doctor I have ever met, you need more
it all depends on what you need over all *Dr. Ferguson and staff could not have been any better.
Really liked *Dr. Middleton!
*Dr. Hainstock and *Susan Wilmer were both excellent in providing info in preparation for procedure! Felt very
*Logan/RN, *Loretta/Tech, *Christine NP, & *Leonardo Martinez Anesthesia were awesome! So friendly &
caring. Excellent care given to my daughter! They helped on keeping her at ease!
*Kathy P. and *John Hunter - PACU RNs - great. The 7N RNs were awesome - *Susan, *Nicole, *Brittany &
*Katie! Everyone was just warm, welcoming! My daughter was in great hands.
*Christine NP, *Dr. Hainstock, and *Jessica Morris (Research) have all went above and beyond my expectations!
*Dr. Park is incredible. Highly, highly recommend nurse "*Ann" (wish I remembered last night) was absolutely
I felt the need to travel after consulting with many surgeons in my surrounding area. It is the best decision I ever
made. *Dr. Park & his staff instill confidence. They make a perfect team.
*Dr. Mincey is an extraordinarily competent and caring ophthalmologist!
*Dr. Shani & *Beth White the BEST!
Excellent IV nurse (*Amy?).
It is clear that the care and comfort of the patient is a priority. *Dr. Hendrick and her staff rock.
*Dr. Vranic is the most caring physician I have EVER had. He is kind, courteous, knowledgeable and thorough.
First patient to receive MRI compatible pacemaker! *Dr. Ferguson the best! Thank you.
*Dr. Shami and staff are excellent!
*Dr. Slingluff was exceptionally knowledgeable and informed about my condition and exhibited a caring and
Warm blankets a bonus! Did not not get sick - double bonus! It seemed like a well oiled machine! Major kudos
to the entire team! Love seeing my MD & resident to let me know everything was "A" OK! Thanks *Dr.
*Dr. Trowbridge kept me well informed. I knew what I was going into. *Dr. Corbin (my anesthesiologist) I think
is his name - major bonus! He kept me going until I hit SSU. *Dr. M. (my resident) RN *Frankie & all my other
*Dr. Gander is polite and a professional. He's caring and takes time to explain things to you.
*Irene was very friendly & helpful.
*Dr.'s Ashley Shilling and *Jen Potter treated her like family. CRNA, *Kelly Perry gave great care. We had the "A+
We had an outstanding experience at the Battle Builing. *Dr. Park is phenomenal! *Dr. Shilling went up and
beyond! Really could not have been better. We felt like royalty with all the personal attention. UVA is lucky to

*Dr. Singh was very polite and informative.
She is always very helpful & super nice talked to *Dr. Strands nurse.
*Chessie very nice. *Candace nice. *Dr. Catherine Shaffer nice.
I recommend UVA to many people. I brag on the care & concern given to patients & visitors!! *Dr. Shami is
*Dr. Kirzhner is wonderful!!!
My wife and I were impressed by the entire and process. All the nurses were great as well as *Dr. Wang. We
*Dr. Jeanetta Frye is the kindest, competent, compassionate, and more effective physician I have met to date.
*Mary P. _____ was very helpful with the entire process.
Staff and *Dr. Park excellent!
*Keely, the tech who did my ultrasound, was great. She was very comforting and took the time to explain the
We have never experienced a doctor like *Dr. Schlager. Our 19 yr. old son was treated as if he was HER son. She
was above and beyond in attention to detail, the extent of services/exams/x-rays/tests provided to determine
courses of action. She's in-charge and everyone clearly respects her. A great physician. The staff even wrote my
*Dr. Patel, and *Dr. Baker - the GYN oncologists on call who were consulted with - were EXCEPTIONAL! I can't
say enough about the GREAT care they gave. The ER doctors were also top-notch.
The ER doctor decided it would be best to have the ENT doctor stitch up my ear, since it was cut so badly. *Dr.
Dougherty did a GREAT job. *Dr. Wakim was very nice & coordinated my care very well.
*Dr. Root took care of me better then any other ER doctor ever has. Great doctor!
We can't remember his (doctors) full name - but his first name was *Jamie - He was so kind and thoughtful.
Especially grateful to *Dr Michael Hadeed. His concern for my husband's DNR wishes and explanation were so
Nurse *Tami (or *Traci) - was excellent.
Everyone was great! Especially *Ruth Ryman from the PACU & *Sherry Kelly RN! Thanks.
The nurses that cared for our son were amazing. They made sure we had everything we needed. Also, they
made sure we knew what was going on at all times. Both of their names were *Jennifer.
Both doctor we met were great. They were very kind, and helped us to understand what the plan was and how
they were going to treat my son. One doctor was *Dr. Finkler. I do not remember the name of the other doctor.
My son and I came by ambulance to the ER. A nurse came into our room immediately upon arrival. It wasn't
very long before *Dr. Finkler came in, but I can't remember the exact amount of time.
Don't remember. He must have been excellent I didn't know they had taken it. Jan. 11, 2016. I went to the
digestive health for colon procedure and *Dr. Jeanette Frye performed that and she had a lot to do but she
finally got to me and that was the first time I had a chance to meet her. She is sweet caring and a nice person.
Resident *Amrad Amal? Spelling is AWFUL! *Dr. Sutherland was great.
*Donna Rowzie was our nurse and absolutely the most caring and comforting person we saw that day!
Kudos to nurse *Heather.
Kudos to *Dr. Brady.
Had *Colin as my nurse, he was excellent.
*Lena was my nurse - she was great. She was very attentive to the fact that my pain medicine didn't infuse and
held my hand when I was shaking after it it me at once. She let me know that my pain management was top
*Dr. Rizer (ER resident) was great at listening to my requests - Zofran and small amts. of pain meds. *Andrew
Bridgeforth (ortho) did a fabulous job with my reduction and was courteous.
Resident, *Alexandra, was best and most attentive/responsive all night.
*Teresa Jackson & *Lanita Kimble has the best customer service.
Exceptional nursing care, especially by *Susan (Irish). She provided excellent care, and was so concerned for my
I was extremely pleased with my stay & care during, before & after my procedure. I can not say enough about
the information * was given & my questions answered. We didn't have to wonder what was happening or going
The doctors took time to talk and explain and answer any questions I had. *Dr. Carlos Tach Leone was
wonderful, as was the intern doctors on his staff who worked with me.

Nurse *Jenny was awesome!
*Heather was a great nurse @ U. VA Hospital.
Best hospital I've ever been in - can not say enough on how nice everyone was - how clean - even how good the
food was. Felt almost like a vaccination - most caring staff from the valet when we arrived - Admissions - nursing
staff - Dietary - Housekeeping - EVERYONE. SPECIAL THANKS TO *CHERYL - PCT on day shift on 6 Central Emu *Dr. William Robinson is a great and skilled surgeon. With out him I wouldn't be here and in the shape I am. I
*Gina, my night nurse, 23 and 24 March was exceptional. Thank you for nurses like *Gina.
The process from diagnosis to completion was excellent. *Dr. Brown's staff and hospital staff were professional,
efficient, friendly, and patient-oriented. An excellent experience that still comes forward to Home Care.
The physician was great. The other physician working with *Dr. Lin was great as well. Very pleased.
Great doctors, nurses, staff - amazing hospital. Wouldn't go anywhere else. Very pleased with the outcome.
Every one was skilled, cheerful and more than helpful. Wish I could remember all their names. Nurse *Nancy,
*Simone and *Donna deserve a big hug and pat on the back. Bless them all.
UVA SICU rocks!! *Kim, *Tiffani, *Jessica, *Michael, *Ben, *Brittany and *Rebekah were excellent in taking care
I traveled over 700 mile just to use this physician (*Dr. Christopher Shaffrey) was kept well informed of plan *Dr. Dent was a "first class" professional.
I had great care. *Dr. Evan's and staff was great. Thank - you all for great care.
The 3rd flood of the main hospital, the surgery floor, there was two nurses that where taking care of me I
especially got to know & like *Susan & *Katie but get there last names & wish I did because they are terrific.
We were very happy with our ICU nurses- *Nate & *Skyler. They were awesome.
*Dr. Tracci & her staff are excellent & my nurses are the best, the only possible place that in could be better
Blessed to have *Dr. Lippert as my surgeon, who was able to give me my desired results - she overcame
*Dr. Uppert & staff were superb - I highly recommend her, staff & hospital. (12-hr. surgery).
Dr. & nurses in the intensive care unit were ALL excellent!!!!! Saved my life, forever grateful! Intensive care
food service - *Robert - was very caring, up beat, friendly, made sure my food allergies were noted on my
record. Always asked if I needed anything else. Nurses in ICU were all very caring & made sure I was
comfortable. Students followed me from ICU to regular room. All very passionate & caring & encouraging. I felt
My ICU nurse was the best I have ever had! Her name was *HOPE. I would like to thank everyone for their help.
I received excellent, courteous, and professional care my entire stay on 3rd floor. Thank you to the numerous
staff doctors, nurses pt. care aides, respiratory therapists, dietitians etc. - I truly wish I could thank them by
Bronchoscopy December 28, 2015 (Monday) special thank you to nurse *Brian Romano RN for again making this
procedure (2nd with *Brian) the best it could be with his great technique of teaching the prep. for this
*Mandy in ICU top notch, even the top in knowledge & kindness.
I want to commend *Paul Apusen (nurse - 6 East). He was absolutely wonderful. You are lucky to have him. He
is the best nurse I had by far. I was "in" for 7 days. You should given *Paul Apusen - 6 East a raise: He is
My favorite nurse was *Crystal she made me feel like her only patient.
*Dr. Kron is the best.
Everyone in this dept. has always been AMAZING during this stay and my stay last May for 3 weeks. *Joe is
Labor and delivery nurse *Mary Thellen was an amazing nurse!!
I had a baby with Spina Bifida. Both my drs. & hers & my nurses & hers were excellent. I loved *Sophie.
A man by the name of *Bernie was helping for two days. He is highly professional in all regards - An excellent
*Dr. Ailawadi is a real leader in his field.
*Dr. Ailawadi and is team are outstanding in all ways - *Dr. Sneed was exceptional regarding the care of my husband.
"*Joe" was excellent in the ICU getting me up on my feet after surgery and his encouraging attitude!
Allot the nurses were very professional. I was really impressed with. *Mike (5 west) trauma wait (exceptional
care). *Mike Goldstein (4w). *Ben (4w) (Exceptional nurse). *Katherine (4w). These folks are at the top of their

*Dr. Hulm was great!
From day 1 of testing to the day of surgery to the hospital stay, I had the best care. All my nurses were super
*Dr. Mahoney and her staff are very kind and responsive to how I felt - both physically and emotionally.
*Stephanie Wood was the best! I am a "hard stick" and she was always able to get me on the first try - please
*Christopher Shaffrey is excellent! He is an amazing neurosurgeon and I have recommended him to many
people I know who have serious back problems. I first saw him 6/12/15 and came in paralyzed from the waist
I asked to leave early due to terrible snow on the way (1/19/16) everyone worked very hard to get me out on
*Dr. Shaffrey said I will need add'l. surgery, and I look forward to having him operate on my neck/spine. I have
told him to take care of himself, and not take any unnecessary risks! He is the best!
My experience w/UVA Health System was exceptional from valet parking attendant to *Dr Kozower's surgical
My experience at UVA Hospital was great, my thanks to *Dr. Robinson and his staff. They all did a great job.
*Meghan, *Sharon & *Mary Jo are ROCK STARS! All of the ladies are. Great team work!
While in ICU *Dr. Ed Rose led his staff in checking each possible cause of my state of health. At all times I felt
everything possible was being done regarding my well being. More than adequate time was given to my case.
Their professional visits, tests and evaluation and care brought assurance that they had my best interest at the
forefront of their minds. Sensing their professional care gave me confidence they were doing all they possibly
could to address my physical needs. I also wanted to mention that I was well cared for by technicians and the
nursing staff. Since 2008, I have had many visits to hospitals - my family mentioned that we all sensed that nurse
*Ryan was a wonderful nurse!
*Dr. Kahler and his team were outstanding (*Dr. Bridgforth, and *Dr. Burrus, & a few others).
My nurses, *Kim Welham, and *Meghan Noonan were the best nurses I could have asked for they are so
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wonderful nurse I have ever seen. Keep her as an employee, she was absolutely... All direct... #8. I am so happy
I came to the University of VA Medical Center. *Dr. Christopher Shaffery is indeed the best, A++++, best double
boarded surgeon ever. Again, and again, job well done and I have told all my friends (even at church) the ONLY
hospital that is platinum gold rating is UVA. Thank you for this opportunity and never let *Summer Shepherd
The care of the nurses and medical staff was excellent. I particularly want to think the operating room staff, the
ICU nurses, especially *June, resident *Cathi, 4 West nurse *El and *Jolene *Elane, and finally *Drs. David Strider
The following staff too extra good care of me in 6 Central *Lucille, *Alex, *Camille, *Brittany and *Selera. They
met my needs promptly and took the time to talk to me. Very helpful and patient.
All questions were answered in layman's terms. *Rebecca, the nursing aide on floor 6, was especially kind and
*Dr. Haley, *Dr. Solenski, and *Dr. Chista were very attentive to our needs and made sure we were well
We were pleased beyond words! *Matthew, ICU nurse on floor 6, was so full of information and
Both doctors and nurses were exceptional at every step. Especially nurses *Ana, *Bea, and *Holly.
*Dr. Kuhlman was an exceptional *Dr. Very caring, very informative. Never had a Dr. show up 2-3 times a day
*Dr. Shonka - a very, very skilled physician. I feel very confident with him...
All of the nurses where great & *Dr. Darby is one of the best doctors that I have ever had in my entire life, you
have the best staff that I have ever seen anywhere. Also this is a great hospital.
I also had a bout of atrial flutter leading to an ablation by *Dr. Dent and *Ferguson's team. These comments
Refers to both *Dr. Yarboro and the team. They were very thorough and well-coordinated.
*Dr. Yarboro saved me, plain & simple. Thank goodness she was there. Nice, elegant work too - Relatively easy
*Sue Chef was excellent.
I was taken care of well by my doctor (Barry) and nurse (*Aaron, Deidre, and *Michael) on 3 West. They were
*Dr. Kennedy is a blessing to UVA Med staff - she is a confident - Knowledgeable - current w/research - pleasant
& speaks a language patient & family can understand. Developed a team approach to my care plan through all

Nurse *Penny is outstanding! Caring, professional - knowledgeable - went above & beyond to take care of me &
Amazing! Nurse (*Melissa) anticipated my needs. SHE identified that my pain seemed different - - 10 cm.
We were SO IMPRESSED by the kindness and care from the nurses!! Especially *Antonella! - - My Mom was
asleep on the sofa with her coat over her legs, and *Antonella silently covered her with a blanket.
*Dr. James Browne and his surgical team were outstanding.
Love *Dr. Gregg.
Young food service names *Shana was trying so hard to find something that met my diet and taste good too. I
*Dr. Gregory Helm is amazing! He was informative, caring and the highest skilled surgeon I know!
Surgery on 1-6-16 *Shonka, *Kozower, *Jameson my 40 yr husband didn't have to get a trach tube! They are
*Jameson, *Shonka, *Kozower no words can describe how happy, impressed pleased we are, they are the
*Kozower, *Shonka, *Jameson & team are so bad a_____! We love them, kept us informed. No lies, no smoke,
*Dr. Kern is wonderful.
Nurse *BOB in recovery is a great care-giver and delightful human being!
*Dr. John Keen - TOP NOTCH.
We are very thankful for the wonderful care we received. A special thank you to L&D team (*Julie, *Caitlin,
*Carrie, *Alicia S., *Dr. Atkis, *Dr. Sopata & *Dr. Mehta) and Post-Partum team (*Sara L., *Korina, *Kristen,
*Joan Tepper, RN is the BEST.
My doctor was *Mary Jensen. I have the highest regard for her and all her staff and especially her nurse
Came in late in labor - nurses *Kim, *Juliane & *Jenny were incredible.
*Airton in the step down unit was awesome! He provided excellent care. He mad the family feel welcome.
*Bernie was an excellent nurse. He didn't rush when providing care. He took time and explained what he was
The entire process of my hospitalization was wonderful. The MD, nurses, aides, housekeeping, food serve,
transportation was very professional. I will always remember this great experience at UVA. *Dr. Kron is an
*Jacob in ICU did an excellent job explaining the patient care to the family. Keep up the great job! *Jacob rocks!
Love the midwives are the best ever. Love *Mary & *Barbara. My nurses were great. The doctors were pretty
*Tammy is excellent! She was very patient through my indecisiveness. She was most helpful.
*Dr. Boyle & Nurse *Dee were excellent!
*Muriel in the MICU was excellent. She was extra nice and explained everything, she stayed with me during a
procedure. *Rob, the nurse practitioner in the MICU, was excellent also. *Myesha on 3 Central was a great
*Muriel and *Rob were excellent nurses. They gave me a lot of attention and I was well looked after.
*Mrs. Jones in housekeeping is very nice person. She work the 5th floor she has love in her heart for everyone in
late 2012 she work there three years later the same very nice person and remember me.
Excellent care from ALL health care workers, ESPECIALLY the night nurse I had both nights. She was fabulous!
Her name was *Brie and she was truly exceptional. It was refreshing to see someone who clearly loves her job.
Multiple calls to family from OR staff. *Dr. Weiss personally communicated results of surgery.
The quality of nursing service was exceptionally good. ICU nurse *Meredith and nurse *Coleen in 6 Central
provided very attentive and comforting service while I was in their care. They should be commended for the
The surgical staff was excellent. I felt a high degree of confidence in *Dr. Adams and other who carried out the
*Tracy Byrant was a wonderful & caring nurse. She should have the Daisy award. Also *Abbie in *Dr. Shen's
*Dr. Herrington and staff was very helpful in finally getting my prescription medicine synced with each other.
Nurse assistants, *Shannon, *Grace, *Reggie, *Dayeeha, were all so nice and very helpful. *Linda was also.
In Seven North - *Nichole & *Katie were AMAZING! Nursing assistants *Heidi & *Tina were also AMAZING!
Loved *Dr. Dean, *Dr. Reibel (sp) & *Dr. Hainstock.
Everyone was great - especially nurse *Jesse. I really felt like all the staff genuinely cared.
*Gilda, a nurse in the NICU was very supportive and answered questions we had.
*Ann Pearce was so supportive and helpful in teaching us how to care for our newborn and informing us on the
*Dr. Gander & team were wonderful. We never felt rushed or waiting long to speak with him. It felt as if we

Nurse *Marie was very thorough.
Special thanks to nurses *Amanda (L&D), *Naomi & *Donna (NICU) for their amazing care.
The two nurses my little girl had were wonderful. *Celia and *Danielle. Both RN's. *Celia took time to sit with
Ian was admitted as we were driving because he was flown in due to the nature of his tumor. We were called as
he arrived, as *Dr. Mahoney seen him, by *Dr. Mahoney after she examined him, by th the nurse as the start &
PICU staff was amazing! Our nurses were caring & gentle: and attentive to my needs as well as Ian's. *Dr.
Michelle in PICU was so caring during one of my little break downs - even hugged me when needed! However
*Dr. Holland was amazing!!
*Sarah Roberts FNP for neuro is amazing!
Great nursing care. We had a big need for respiratory therapy. All the RT staff was great - especially *LeAnn.
PICU nurses overall were attentive, kind. Gen nurses were just doing their job - exceptions were *LaDawn &
*Lauren. These ladies were knowledgeable, kept me informed, treated us like people experiencing a traumatic
Phlebotomist *Andre was SUPERB. Her skill level was unmatched by any nurse OR doctor.
*Dr. McDaniel was amazing.
Nurses we especially liked *Jane, she'd been a nurse over 30 yrs., *Jane awesome *Misty, worked w/her she was
great!! *Krystal worked w/her she was awesome. *Sarah, nurse helped me express breast milk *Sara worked
My treatment and association with *C. Nail & staff have been very satisfactory. I'm grateful for such good &
We have a truly understanding MD *Daniel Becker. He's always there for us. Responds speedily to emrigs.
*Dr. Grosh have been wonderful. This is my second breast & required surgery. *Dr. Brunn & *Dr. Grosh worked
closely. From _____ to nurse & nurse asst all were caring & sensitive to my concerns & feeling.
*Dr. Ragosth and staff are excellent providers!
Terrific visit and conversation. Knowledgeable about my travel needs, gave me vaccination and Rx for needed
meds. Knew my history well, related it to my current situation. I learned a lot and enjoyed meeting with *Dr.
*Dr. John Jane had an excellent bed side manner. He is a pleasure to be around. Wonderful office staff. A++.
*Virginia Kelly is the most knowledgeable NP. She is very dedicated, efficient and caring.
*Dr. Shami is outstanding. She even called me on her personal phone to see how I was. Gave me test results on
a Saturday (no waiting) no days of anxiety. Her professionalism is rated as a FAR EXCEEDS EXPECTATIONS!
Yes, I would like *Natalie Mora MD as my seeing doctor on 25, of Feb. if possible.
I feel that *Dr. Keeley is one of the best dr. I have worked with. She sits and talk with you explains the reason
and advantaged of all test that she recommends for improving on my health issues. I feel that i m in great hand
This visit was 6 month check - status of my _____ disease. *Dr. Hays is very good and nice. I think the world of
*Dr. Rubendall & nurse *Cindy Seaborn is what makes UVA the best!
Absolutely love *Dr. Singla! He is our hero!
*Dr. Pumphrey and staff always show genuine concern and compassion. *Dr. Pumphrey is very thorough and
I always find the staff in the neurology department very friendly and professional. *Dr. Jones is wonderful and I
don't mind driving up from Richmond to see him. I feel that he is very current with the research going on in the
*Dr. Teague is an exceptional provider. He was the first physician to take my concerns about my son's breathing
issues seriously when he was an infant. He started my son on meds which helped improve his breathing
*Dr. Statuta is now my GP. She's thorough, listens well, and her enthusiasm/pleasantness is refreshing. I
originally saw her for a foot problem, and was so impressed I switched doctors and she is my GP now.
We have been very happy with *Dr. Mason. He shows genuine care and concern for my daughter and I truly
believe he has her needs as his top priority. I feel 100% confident in *Dr. Mason and would highly recommend
*Dr. Brucia and his team are amazing! So blessed to have him as our daughter's doctor!
I have been treated by *Dr. Diduch's PA in the past and was super impressed with her care so I knew we were in
good hands. *Dr. Diduch & his team were super... friendly, caring, able to connect with my teenage son and
super thorough. Great job! Feeling better and back to playing full contact soccer. Hoping we don't have

I am very pleased with the care I received from *Dr. Shimer. I believe it was a blessing to have him perform my
surgery. I have had not complications & my recovery is going extraordinarily well. Thank you *Dr. Shimer!
Overall! I am pleased with the care that I am getting. UVA offers a very good approach in their medical care and
I am very happy to have been referred to *Dr. Jones, and appreciate all that he is doing for me in my health
*Dr. Landes and his office staff were great, very helpful and caring!
*Dr. Green & his staff are the best! Recommend him all the time!! Very thoughtful & sincere.
*Leigh Isenhower - was friendly and listen to my concerns - examined me - looked at my past records and told
I have the utmost regard for *Dr. Dokun. He is the best physician I have ever been to. In addition, he is kind,
I only saw *Susan Kirk through the duration of my pregnancy and this appointment was a follow-up after the
birth of my child. I am now being referred back to my original endocrinologist. I really enjoyed working with
*Kim Liake is an extremely dedicated and compassionate nurses practitioner who works with my oncologist. Her
concern and level of care she has provided me with are both exemplary.
*Dr. Shimer's office and staff were great - *Dr. Shimer was one of the best surgeons I have ever had - including
*Dr. Mark Jameson (ENT). *Dr. Shimers is a very kind and caring Dr. and I felt very safe in his care and his staff.
I think *Dr. Throwbridge was great she made a big difference in my quality of life.
I recommend *Dr. Browne to everyone! Fantastic!
*Dr. Weiss and his team are excellent. I am so impressed with all of the office visits of every doctor I see. All
operate like a well diled machine there is comfort in knowing the sequences & what is going to happen at each
*Dr. Kesser is friendly, knowledgeable, relaxed, and I feel very comfortable in that he will do the best for me that
Treated by a professional on a referral via *Kenneth Greer for MD Anderson.
I truly think *Dr. Gwathmey has done a remarkable job on my shoulder. I would like to thank him & his staff so
This was our first visit. The experience was very good. I felt comfortable speaking to *Dr. Foff. She has a very
*Dr. Foster very concerned about me, and the best way to help me.
*Dr. Purow & his staff are excellent we feel fortunate to have him as my dr.
*Dr. Barnes is excellent! Easy to talk to & professional. *Bobby (nurse) was fantastic, too. (All the nurses are
*Dr. Gravatte is an excellent provider. I have referred him to my entire family (6) and my circle of friends & their
children. (Over 25+.) He is by far one of the best providers (general0 in the Culpepper area.
*Dr. DeBoer is a wonderful doctor. Our child has multiple issues going on and he works with his whole team of
doctors and has gotten our son into other specialist very quickly even with a holiday weekend. I couldn't be any
*Dr. Portell is excellent - Nurses are great.
*Dr. Caldwell & his staff were very professional, knowledgeable & friendly. They made my husband & I feel safe
I am 95 yrs. old, and have used this ofc. since I moved here in Sept. 2003. *Dr. Davison has taken excellent care
*Dr. Liu & *Allison Dalton, NP are fabulous.
*Dr. Potter is the best doc in the rheumatology department - he will be missed.
*Dr. Pinkerton is a skilled & warm hearted dr. I am fortunate to be her patient!
*Dr. Schenkman & his staff, since my 1st visit in Nov 2013 - through biopsy, surgery, chemo & follow up visits has
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patient. I was very grateful that he saw me for my sinus infection.
*Dr. Green is always concerned about my health. Is sensitive to what I have to say! Would not give up *Dr.
I went to see *Dr. Wolf for a second opinion. He brought new ideas to my attention and made a suggestion that
*Dr. Cooper and his staff are beyond exceptional. So very professional and kind. *Dr. Evans (resident) was also
wonderful in every way. We had a great experience at UVA. Thanks!
There is nothing bad I can say about the experience I received at *Dr. Shaffray office. The experience I have
received there has always been excellent. From everyone who works in that office.
*Dr. Albrecht did an excellent job at explaining and counseling. Took his time. Very appreciative.
I wish there were more doctors like *Dr. Hassanzadeh and his staff. GREAT DEPARTMENT.

*Dr. Browne and staff have offered some of the best care I have received.
Love *Dr. Geilker!!
*Jen is an awesome CNP. I feel very comfortable talking to her about anything. She is very caring and listens to
my concerns. She always includes me in the decision making about my healthcare *Dr. Dean is a gentleman and a true professional. We feel blessed to have him as our daughter's cardiologist.
*Dr. Hullfish and her staff are great people, our age in 80' they treated with kindness and care.
I drive 4 1/2 hrs. to see *Dr. Fu and his team. They have helped me so much and care so much.
*Dr. Rose skills have saved my life - and have shown concern for the cost of medicine to enable me to have the
needed medications to prolong my life. That I have been able to maintain a quality life style.
On May 13 2015 I had surgery at Augusta Health Staunton, VA 24401 for removal of my gall bladder. Surgery
was NOT completed because ovarian cancer was diagnosed 10 days later. I was given 4-6 mo. to live. My
*Dr. Henry was very helpful, informative, and respectful.
I really like *Dr. Preston. She is awesome. She is very caring & compassionate. She listens and is understands.
She tries to figure out what's wrong with you. She listens and is compassionate.
*Dr. Macik and her staff are the best!
I am to follow up with *Dr. Kenneth Liu, having had additional tests in Fredericksburg, VA or UVA. At that time,
*Dr. Liu will compare any growths. This was my first visit and I was rather panic stricken, however, I left feeling
*Dr. Vranic and his nurse, *Deidre, have been outstanding in their care and getting back with answers or making
I have something to say, I have one dr. that I have put my trust into and she is the only one that I like to see and
that is *Dr. Rebeka Compton. And *Amy Knight she is another one that I like a lot I go to her with my questions
*Dr. Dillion & his staff, as well as others in reception, office, etc., always professional, friendly, concerned,
Teen Health Center and *Ruth Cousin are amazing!!
*Dr. Nass was very nice and compassionate. *Debra his nurse was very thorough, & nice she calls me too.
Excellent job *Dr. Wilder & team.
*Dr. Amy Radigan was amazing. She done very well w/my son.
I love how fast I was getting to see the doctor, have all of my concerns addressed, and being able to leave. Great
job! *Dr. Domson was awesome and very nice. One of the best doctor's I've seen!
My experience with *Dr. Campbell is always a pleasant visit.
*Dr. Smith and his PA spent a lot of time with me and explained all the details regarding possible surgeries. I am
very glad I found *Dr. Smith and trust he can help. Thank you!
*Dr. Gwathmey is a good communicator and competent neurologist. I am happy to have her as my doctor...
*Dr. Lipson & nurse *Melony has been seeing me for follow-up to open heart surgery in 2005. They are always
*Dr. Kind is very nice and listens to what you have to say and answers all questions you may have.
After being transferred to Health South - room, bedding, personnel, doctors, nurse - were great. Therapy was a
joy to try in a clean sterile place. My surgical team at U. VA., Drs. *Ghanta, *George, & NP were GREAT!
Love *Dr. Rindos!
*Dr. Bowman & staff are excellent!! I feel very comfortable seeing him. Trust his experience & feel very good
*Dr. Tracy Hedrick is one great DR. & her staff.
(I) we feel so comfortable at UVA. I have seen *Terran Sims for several years. I could not ask for better care.
*Dr. Im did the procedure - fresh ideas and concerns - glad to have him.
*Dr. Bauer is a excellent physician. I thank God for him. He saved my life.
I decided to wait for surgery to have some tests done & find cause of syncope that led to fall. When I am ready
I am very happy with *Dr. Damewood. He is very knowledgeable and cares about his patients. He is a great
*Dr. Gimple & his nurse *Millie Turner are great. I would not let anyone but them treat me unless emergency
I have great respect for *Dr. Engel. I trust her and feel she has a genuine interest in my health.
I had a great experience at this office! *Dr. Wilson has tons of experience and she shows it.

Ever since I was diagnosed w/multiple _____ & was hospitalized for it in the beginning, it was a blessing that *Dr.
Cirenza was on duty. He has been my oncologist from the very beginning & I am more than satisfied that I have
I was very pleased with *Jill & *Kelly. *Jill was very helpful about keeping me informed about test results. I like
*Dr. Vanessa Shami is a very caring doctor and take time to listen what your concern our and answer all
Doctor's office calls me if there is a concern about lab results. Otherwise, they remind me to go on line & check
my chart - *Dr. Marshall is always very concerned about my health. I am very happy with his care & "bedside"
I was treated with the most respect & care that I could have received *Dr. Slingluff was wonderful & caring.
I could not have asked for a better experience at your facility and especially w/*Dr. Southerland. He has always
Both *Dr. Diduch and *Dr. Miller have been professional and thorough in their approach with providing me with
*Ms. Exline was great at referring me to a specialist who gave me an appointment right away. She listened to
*Dr. Moorman is an outstanding cardiologist and it is because of him that I am still alive today! Several of my
*Dr. Wilson is very thorough & friendly.
The pediatric cardiology team is next to none. *Peter Dean, *Carol Tatum and *Dr. Gangemi were awesome.
They had to deliver some hard news and they sat with us until almost 7 p.m. It was like we were the only
*Carol Tatum is AMAZING!
*Dr. Modesitt, *Dr. Baker and *Janna were great. Kept things private answered all meds.
I feel free to express myself w/*Colleen Green I know she's busy but she NEVER rushes me.
The valet parking you provide is very much appreciated as it would have been very difficult for me to walk from
the parking deck. This was my first visit with *Dr. Worrall and his concern for my condition was commendable.
Will miss *Dr. Crowley.
*Dr. Belyea was fantastic to work with - he sought answers for my son and informed me throughout the process.
Special thanks to *Kristina Berg who assisted with my son and helped me considerably.
*Dr. Becker is me best _____. I've ever had. And I am 80 yrs. old.
*Dr. Smith was great on all my needs. I was very pleased the way he help me to get better. He was great. His
staff was caring and very clear on what was to be done to me. I would like to thank-all.
"Thank you" can not express the feelings I have for all *Dr. Hedrick & her team did for me during my surgery!!
*Dr. Hoard and his staff make me feel right at home.
*Dr. Devincentis was great, very patient, concerned & helpful even called after office hrs. to see how I was. She
The staff at the hand Center and at the ER were awesome. *Dr. Deal is a very compassionate, professional
*Terran Sims is terrific! I feel blessed to have her as my doctor!
*Dr. Houpt has gotten me through my Mac with kindness & knowledge he is WONDERFUL.
*Allison Walton has been following me after my aneurysm for 8 years now. She knows my history and I like her
*Dr. Domson is AN awesome doctor. UVA is very lucky to have him. He made me feel at ease, he explained the
procedure. I also love his ability to be a knowledgeable doctor while having a great sense of humor. Thanks.
*Dr. Fisher & staff always work diligently to get us in when needed. Very understanding and actually listens to
*Dr. Wooten is at the top of his field. He explains issues and solutions well and has utmost concern for his
patient. Plus he is a real gentleman - with wonderful manners and sense of humor.
I've always get great care and very friendly service from *Dr. DeGeorge and staff. Very pleased with there help
*Dr. Cropley is extremely knowledgeable & has an excellent bedside manner.
I was med-flighted on Nov 13, 2015 to "UVA" with a ruptured brain aneurysm and a stroke. I live 5 1/2 hours
from "UVA" but was sent there ASAP. I have been in a few hospitals local but "UVA" has been the most excellent
hospital I have ever been treated with "care, respect, prompt and the most courteous staff I have ever met in my
life. I am 49 years old and had no idea I had this brain aneurysm. I also had a stroke during surgery. *Dr. Lui
performed this. He is an awesome doctor. They (UVA) saved my life. It is my opinion that "UVA" is the most

*Dr. Casey is the one family doctor that I truly feel comfortable with. I moved here 3 yrs. ago and am so pleased
with the care I receive I drive 35 min. to see her as my PCP. I'd like to mention she is one of the only family drs.
I've seen at UVA that actually talks to her pts. without a barrier (computer/etc.) & talks to you face to face, hears
your concerns & then uses the computer. She walks in smiling & treats you as a person rather than just treating
*Karen Finke is a wonderful dr. all staff members were great.
*Dr. Daniero is an excellent specialist.
Always happy to visit with *Dr. Gampper. The speech therapist was fantastic, exceptional, phenomenal we
*Kathyn Robertson is an asset to the UVA Health System. She is a keeper.
I feel very fortunate to be under the care of *Dr. Gibson and nurse *Jenny Dixon. They are excellent!
Y'all are great! *Dr. Grosh is a wonderful doctor.
*Dr. Grosh is AWESOME.
*Dr. Froh and team very good - make visit pleasant - and comfortable.
*Dr. Bowman is an exceptional doctor.
I complimented *Dr. Weiss! He is so "human." He sat down so we were eye to eye and acted like he had all day
*Dr. Gravatte is a very good doctor. He listens and respects my opinion on my health. A real asset to the UVA
I would totally recommend *Dr. Perumal and staff to anyone, I actually have already done so. All my fears were
We are so grateful to and for *Dr. Brenton the best!
*Denise Bruen is one of the best care providers I have ever worked with! She and I are a team. I can tell she
*Ujena (Registrar) very professional, polite. *Anne Marie (technologist) also very professional & polite - very
I, Christina Rakusja, saw *Dr. Humberson, not a child. *Dr. H. is AMAZING! In every aspect! She and the entire
*Dr. Diduch & the whole orthopedic team at 515 Ray _____ Drive, did a excellent job - I'm about 90% & am
*Dr. Padia is very good to work with, shows concern is friendly a joy to work with.
I and my family love *Dr. Brenton. He is the absolute best!
*Dr. MacKnight has been my primary dr. for many years and always has provided excellent and caring care.
*Dr. Gray was very good at what he does and pleasant to work with.
All of our interactions with *Dr. Rheuban since our son was born Sept. 2000 have been reassuring and
I only wish I could give *Traci Hedrick a higher rating than this survey allows. I am so grateful she was in charge
of my surgery. AND, she has amazing residents working under her. It was a privilege to be her patient and
It is a privilege to be a patient of *Dr. Grosh. He spends a lot of time with me, face to face. I am amazed and
grateful. It is also a privilege to be a patient at the Emily Couric Cancer Center. The very surroundings there add
UVA invested well when hiring *Dr. Angela Taylor and staff and assistance. Thank you.
I was very favorably impressed with *Dr. Bilchick and his staff. Their knowledge, care, concern and
UVA is my preferred choice *Dr. Cooper is great!! You have an excellent foot man.
Actually had the appt. with *Dr. Darby's nurse. However, *Dr. Darby took the time to stop by the room and chat
about a prescription question we had. He is always a very caring dr.
*Dr. Greer & your staff are the best.
I have been visiting this location for approximately three years and *Amy R_____ has taken care of my hand or
wrist problem very well without referring me to a surgical doctor *Dr. Clebak is a fine doctor. He is quick to identify a serious problem, such as my sick appearance last year and
after closely examining me, sent me to NVA Hospital for lung treatment. I was in the hospital for five days - and
Could not be better with *Dr. Escanellas he is one of the best I have every had. I am 82 years old.
*Dr. Shim is a great doctor. He has helped me manage my lung problems better than other doctors. I believe I
am doing as well as I am because of his care. I am fortunate to have him as my pulmonologist.
I have been seeing *Dr. Williams for the last 11 years, and would recommend him and the Cancer Center at UVA
*Michelle does a GREAT job of looking at/talking w/me about my overall health & well being! Never rushes &
listens patiently always. *Erica & *Jennifer are an exceptional part of this health care team & always make time
*Dr. Green is the best doctor I've seen in a very long time.

I had to have surgery with *Dr. Helm twice. The practice has went over & beyond to help me obtain answers to
THis NP was excellent and made me feel very comfortable during my visit. The nurse that was assisting *Dr.
I absolutely love *Dr. Payne and his entire staff. Nothing but the best!
*Dr. Shimer has been a excellent dr. always willing to fix what's wrong instead of referring me to someone else.
He's been my dr. for over 3 years. I'm very satisfied. *Susan his nurse is !great!
I think *Dr. Taskey is doing well by me. I have had chronic colitis for 21 yrs and have given up hope for a cure *Dr. Thu Le is amazing! She gave me information, guidance, and direction for my chronic kidney disease in one
visit than doctors in Lynchburg had given me in almost a year. I am blessed to be her patient!!
*Dr. Gaughan is excellent as an oncologist. She is direct but is compassionate and caring. You feel as if you are
the only patient she has. I recommended her to my son-in-law and a family friend.
I am always treated fantastically by *Dr. Grice and all of his staff. They make me feel at ease & comfortable.
*Dr. Kesser is by far the best dr. my son sees he has excellent bedside manner him and his staff go above and
*Dr. Anneke Schroen is a excellent dr. All her staff and receptionists, and the nurses are great. Thank God for
I understand each day and each hour is different but I would say 98 percent of the visits to *Dr. Seaton or his
*Dr. Kirby is an exceptional physician, well versed in her specialty of diabetes and her concern & helpfulness she
*Dr. Adams was very thorough, compassionate and felt very comfortable during my visit.
*Ms. Shannon has always given me advice and helped me with my health issues. I always ask for her.
*Dr. Kaufman has gone "above and beyond" during all encounters and has personally followed up after our
appointments. His concern, knowledge, and communication skills are amazing!
*Dr. Kyin, very caring, knowledgeable & thorough. He saved my LUNGS!
I have nothing but praise for *Dr. Ramsdale and her nurse, *Melissa. While I am in her office, I feel as though I
am her only patient - she puts me at ease & doesn't rush. Wonderful dr & nurse.
*Dr. Harrison as a wonderful _____ and caring person. My wife has Lewy Body disease for which there is little
which can be done. she is in a adversed stage. *Dr. harrison's support and compassion are critical to our ability
*Dr. Harrison is brilliant.
*Jennifer Hart is a great person and take much ____in the health and concerns of her patients. She is the best!
*Dr. Ramirez and her assistant *Torri, are excellent!!! They take great care of Emily and assist us with any
concerns we have. We are so happy to have them as part of Emily's medical care team!
Very pleased with *Dr. Bowman.
Would love for *Dr. Copland to move to Hiburg to practice. Excellent care.
*Dr. Cherry & his staff are wonderful. He saved my life and I am forever grateful to him. I can never repay him
Visits in *Dr. Tracci's office is like going to visit a good friend. They make you feel comfortable and cared about.
Never rushed. Always talked to with respect. Wonderful doctor and staff.
Yes, I am well please with the service I get from *Dr. Fu and his nurse *Susanne. They are so good to me. They
call me often to see how I am doing and I love them both. Also if I have to wait a couple minutes for appt. time, I
have no problem with that cause I know their busy. *DR. FU and *SUSANNE are the best and I get the best care
I have been seeing *Dr. Goodman and the staff for many years. I am well pleas with the care I get from
My experience has been very good. If I have a question or concern *Dr. Bergin or his assistant *Becca return my
call even after hours! Regarding my health rating - it is excellent except that I have heart failure (seriously!).
Because of *Dr. Crosby's attention, comment, and suggestions, I believe my general health as well as PAD has
*Dr. Shen explained surgical plans clearly and effectively.
*Dr. Kron and all of his staff are the greatest and most wonderful people.
UVA has always been good to me in the 5 years they have followed me for throat cancer. *Dr. Shonka is the
second doctor we've had *Dr. James Riebel was the 1st. I've had complete confidence with both.
My long experience with MVA Health, has been very good. My care provided by *Dr. Escanellas, continued to be
I was so happy *Ms. Halsey was my health provider that day. She is now my regular care taker.
*Dr. Kahler and his staff are excellent. Best orthopedic doctor around.

*Anne is the most knowledgeable, kind, thoughtful caregiver I have known.
I have a severe disability and *Dr. Early always talks directly to me and listens to my concerns. I have a trach and
*Dr. Christine Eagleson is excellent - Goes extra mile for her patients - Very knowledgeable.
Excellent performance by *Dr. Cherry and ALL nursing staff.
*Dr. McKnight is now and has always been on top of what's been best for me at that time and in the future. You
I've never had an RN # as pleasant & caring all in one during visit & away on phone. The care & concern on both
dr.'s & dr.'s RN - *Cecil? was the most amazing experience I've ever had since I've been visiting dr.'s around the
same area - Heart pulmonary plus other & surrounding area. All dr.'s along with others PA - *Ms. Wood - took
upon upon to send me a dr. that could help me with the speciality care I really needed for my heart. I want to
*Colleen Green is great!
*Dr. Ballew is the consummate primary care physician. He is pleasant, concerned and professional. I am
*David Kahler MD has been one of the most caring & concerned doctors I have had interaction with at UVA Med.
*Kathryn is easy to talk with and concerned. She always explains things to me.
*Dr. Bauman is very helpful and responsive.
The entire staff at the UVA Pulmonary Clinic has always been consistently attentive and concerned with every
visit. *Dr. Charles Edward Rose is an exceptional doctor in every way *Dr. Weiss and staff are excellent as always.
We love *Dr. Rasmussen! She is amazing! The whole staff is so nice and helpful. We have never had a negative
*Dr. David Schiff is a remarkable doctor! I feel fortunate to have him as my doctor.
*Dr. Shildkrot is a highly skilled retinologist who operated on my right eye retina a few years ago, successful
stopping the progress of macular degeneration. I just hope he will always be available when I need him.
*Gypsy & *Allison was excellent nurses took good care of me I think *Dr. Friel saved my life.
Since I have stage 4 lung cancer I can't say I am in good/excellent health. However I feel as though I am in good
health most of the time. *Dr. Gentzler is a very fine doctor and I feel as though I am in the best of hands.
*Amy Radigan is a super professional gracious, understanding, knowledgeable regarding my issues, plain &
I was an *Dr. David Schiff's schedule on 01/26/2016 for a newly diagnosed brain tumor. Despite the very
dangerous location of the tumor, *Dr. Schiff was hoping for a biopsy. I was not even scheduled to see *Dr.
Asthagiri that morning, but *Dr. Schiff (or staff member) asked *Dr. Asthagiri if he could fit me into his clinic
schedule that day. We went to the cafeteria for coffee. I received a phone call from on of the team (*Allen) that
*Dr. Asthagiri would see me as 1st patient as soon as his clinic started that morning. We ventured to clinic &
were seen. The NP & physician were kind, thorough, and provided excellent info. and explanations. I knew *Dr.
I have a bicuspid aorta value and I see *Dr. Dent annually since I moved to Waynesboro, VA in 2006. I am
extremely pleased with the quality of care that I receive from *Dr. Dent. My primary care physician is *Dr. Scott
*Seki Balogun must NEVER retire!! Never have my wife or I had such a thorough and caring personal physician!
*Dr. Sue Brown is one of the best physicians I have worked with - - She is kind, very informed about Type 1
diabetes & menopausal women. She is a gem at UVA. I travel from Richmond to see her.
*Dr. Freilich's office and entire staff were excellent! I was referred to him by a friend and I am veyr glad we
went! Thank you all! *Judy, *Amanda and *April were also, very helpful!
*Dr. Boyer & staff - the very best - I LOVE my doctor. He is my best doctor - his staff - they care about me.
*Dr. Zadrozny is a very caring provider. Does not rush, takes time to listen & answer questions.
I only see *Dr. Erdbruegger once a year for maintenance, but she always seems up to date in my care.
*Dr. Kimpel is the best! I drive 3.5 hours to see him even though I love very close to Johns Hopkins. I appreciate
his dedication, knowledge, and how he things about medication the way I do.
I am very happy with *Dr. D____.
I'm 97 year old, *Dr. Gonzalez has been my doctor for app. 30 yrs. Do not use cane, do shopping - cooking also
*Dr. Jane is always very courteous and respectful. It had been several years since (he) had been in and *Dr. Jane
*Dr. Cooper was highly recommended and I can see the reason why. I was completely satisfied with his concern

*Dr. Bargmann was very concern about me after passing of my wife and operation on both eyes. I was called
NO PAIN. I was referred from *Dr. Kpropech Salem.
Appreciate *Dr. Netland & *Kathy Manning for their help & work on our case.
Every visit with *Dr. Black and his staff has been very nice!
*Dr. Duska is one of the finest physicians I have ever had the privilege to work with and I am very grateful for her
Very pleased with *Dr. Patterson and her assistant *Laura Chambers. Always timely, informed & available.
Answer questions, treat appropriately and follow through. Excellent physician - I feel extremely confident in her
*Dr.Grice and his staff were excellent but restricted by work/comp on procedures.
Thank you I felt that *SHELLY and *SALLIE THE NURSE COORDINATOR did a magnificent job, & my surgeon
*Thomas Bron - -> Great. The floor nurses were wonderful. Special mention - "*Leo" OT & PT helpful.
*Dr. Freilich is very professional!
I was VERY satisfied with *DR. Russell and his staff! I would recommend them to anyone. If needed, I would
*Dr. Landon, nurse *Jana Briedis-Ruiz, and the infusion nurse (I didn't get her name) were all very kind &
respectful to me. I felt at ease as soon as I got to the cancer center. They relieved my fears and calmed me
*Rebecca Dillingham has been my life saver she's on top of what's going on with me and always concerned, she's
on top of her game. Never want her to ever leave UVA. She's a keeper.
*DR. SHAMI a professional's professional. UVA is fortunate to have her!
*Dr. Choi is extremely professional & sincerely friendly helped w/problem concerning CPAP mask usage (issue).
Justifiably, I have confidence in *Dr. Williams and his staff of doctors, nurses, technicians, every one that I have
come in contact with. The kindness and attention I have received is exemplary and life changing.
*Dr. Moorman is an excellent provider. He helped me develop a clear understanding of options & outcomes. He
*Dr. Jenkins moved me to a yearly exam schedule because of my PSA results his exam... this was appropriate.
Always have been highly satisfied with *Dr. Mangrum & his staff with all my follow up, complaints to his
*Dr. Peura is a great doctor and a very valuable asset to the GI dept.
*Dr. Barrett is very good. he is caring. I am blessed *Dr. Bennett is my doctor.
After 9 years of visiting *Dr. Boyer for Stage 4 _____ cancer I can not imagine seeing another dr.
*Dr. Ballew ("*Ken") stands head and shoulders above the rest. Certainly when you consider the amount of
I have to say for *Dr. Southerland was one of the listed Dr. I have been to as a patient. We should have more
I told *Dr. Okusa and *David (his nurse) that he is the best of all the doctors that I see. He knows why I feel that
*David Mercer is and excellent nurse. I am glad he has the clinic.
I will definitely return to *Dr. Black if a need arises *Dr. Black is a top notch plastic surgeon, I couldn't be happier.
Always very pleased with my care from *Dr. Bauman and staff.
I have always been pleased with the service and courtesy given _____ when I had need of doctors and hospital
*Dr. Park is exceptional, and the University and I are fortunate to have him.
We love *Dr. Ranney - she is a skilled practitioner who takes time to listen to her patients.
Was sent to *Mr. Mann by *Dr. Copeland, for test. Very happy with *Dr. Copeland being my doctor now. I feel
I have been a patient of *Dr. Rosner for many, many years. Very professional, knowledgeable, _____ etc.!
*Doctor Gibson is very professional and takes time to explain all medical issues in easily understood language
*Dr. Shimer is a good doctor. One of the best! Pain free in my neck.
Patient only speaks/understands Japanese, so it was very comforting to her that there was a Japanese doctor
I travel from Williamsburg about once a year and *Dr. Shaffrey always makes it worth the trip.
Since this was a routine check - up after having a stem cell transplant some of these questions were not really
relevant to my case like #47-55. I am very please with *Dr. Kindwall-Keller. She took ownership of my case.
I've had a good relationship with *Dr. G. As I've been a patient of hers for many years. The whole staff are good.
*Dr. Snustad and her staff are awesome and very caring. I recommend them to everyone!
I just met *Dr. Christophel on 1/11/16 for reconstructive nose surgery, 1/12/16 outpt. surgery - Follow up Following wk. + 2 visits 3 wks. & 3 _____, ck. up on 3/23/16, everyone from receptionist to dr.'s staff where very

*Dr. Darlind Grice should serve as a role model ALL of U. V2 Physicians, surgeons and health care providers to
1. *Ms. Molnar was very good listening & also telling me everything I needed to know! Very friendly! 2. Very
*Dr. Wells is a very good dr.
This was a pre-opt visit. *Caroline has always gone beyond what is required of her.
I have been a patient of *Dr. Grosh since 2008. He has always been honest with me, answered all my questions
and his positive attitude continues to give me a feeling of home and confidence that I have and will continue to
Overall I really like *Denise Jackson seeing my _____. She's very friendly and helps give the best. I enjoy going
to the ENT at UVA. If I could I would make all my son's doctors there.
*Kim is a highly knowledgeable, sensitive and caring professional. As a member of my long time provider team
she is central to my care and is greatly responsible for my satisfaction with my overall medical situation and care.
*Kimberly Dunsmore and other doc help gave my lift she the best.
Doctors and particularly *Dr. Kapur are fabulous & give a lot of confidence in decisions made. Excellent care!
*Doctor Carter is the doctor who checks the vision of my son Bryan Leiva. He is an excellent doctor.
I am very THANKFUL to *Dr. Brown & his team as he was the only doctor that would operate on 87 yr. woman in
a lot of pain. I have as good left hip & NO PAIN. WONDERFUL FEEING, many thanks.
*Dr. Alfano is an excellent doctor. He listens, informs and if necessary acts to make sure I am informed on all
*Dr. Hedrick and her team was AWESOME. They worked together like a well oiled machine. Each person seemed
like they were. The very best at what they did - Especially *Dr. Hedrick.
Loved *Dr. Scharf. Very friendly & helpful. We love everyone at UVA!
*Dr. Patel is the greatness. I trust my life with him. My God bless him.
*Dr. Gwathmey and her staff are very polite and friendly - They seem to love about my well being.
*Dr. Alfano was very good to deal with!
*Dr. Grosh is a very competent and caring physician. I couldn't have a better oncologist!
I am very satisfied with the health care provided by *Dr. Landes.
*Dr. Lockman is a wonderful doctor. He was there whenever I needed him.
*Dr. Jameson and his team is Heaven sent to this hospital, I'm 50 yrs. old & had 5 surgeries in my life and never
got the comfort & caring that *Dr. Jameson & his team & staff has for people. I thank God I was sent to him for
Honest to God, *Dr. Jameson & his team saved my life twice. 1st time July 15, 2015 surgery for cancer, and
January 9th 2016 surgery for return of cancer. Both times you couldn't ask for a more caring, understanding,
friendly person to care for you. *Dr. Jameson and his team worked together very professionally, very very fast
to get me treated. They all were very caring, friendly, & understanding and answered any and all questions for
as long as it took. You ask if I got in on my appointment within 15 minutes of appointment time. (Some time no,
cause this man take time to care for his patients and that's great.) This man (*Dr. Jameson deserves some kinda
of award or something for the work, teaching, caring & the dedication he has for people and UVA Hospital. *Dr.
I would highly recommend *Dr. Jameson and *Dr. Read for they both are what any and every physician should
*Dr. David Shonka and his team have performed (2) successful surgeries on me. I could not say enough good
Very good service from staff and *Dr. Courtney.
Everyone we encountered at UVA *Dr. Behm's office is always friendly professional and shows great concern for
*Dr. Belyea is so wonderful and has been a blessing to our family. We have been seeing him now for over 3
years. He was so comforting when Dallas was sick & getting chemo. My husband and I felt like Dallas got the
He was always open and honest with us and communicated great. We still feel like we can call any time with
questions. When (he) was getting chemo it was such a hard, emotional, scary time but *Dr. Belyea made us feel
I am happy with the care *Dr. Lee and UVA has provided. I am also happy to allow any interns to participate and
Once *Dr. Schenkman and staff examined images it was determined an ablation procedure would take care of
this situation, which it did, without radiation or chemo of which I am very grateful thank all very much.
We love *Dr. Hoard and ONLY drive from Lynchburg when he is there. He makes my challenged (mentally

We came from NJH where we had no plan of action or correction. 1st visit to UVA was great - needed to be sent
to another surgeon was told it would be a week before call with appointment with *Chhabra. However it was
less than 3 hours. We had a call back with a new appointment within a week. We saw *Dr. Chhabra had surgery
scheduled with him & *Dr. Diduce for 3 weeks away. AWESOME, excellent service. I felt like my 13 old was the
It is because of the excellent care I have received from *Dr. Bargmann and *Dr. Shim in the pulmonary clinic at
UVA that I am willing to travel 3-1/2 hrs. to reach them. (I moved 2 yrs. ago, from the Charlottesville/Orange
*Dr. Foff and the medical team at UVA are well worth waiting for - they listen, they are compassionate, &
knowledgeable. That is why we drive 4 hrs. one way for our appointments. Kudos to them.
Seeing *Dr. Gibson is always a great experience - I feel that I can trust him.
*Dr. Rose is a great caring dr. Thank God for this man.
About my appointment w/my doctor; I was referred for surgery and my visit w/*Dr. Hedrick was needed I was
suffering w/pain and my illness, but out of all the doctors over the years, she knew what was wrong on my 1st
I saw *Dr. Krupski as part of an exit interview from the Argos Clinical Trial. As always, she was caring,
I have great confidence in *Dr. Bergin and his team.
I really appreciate *Dr. Gwathmey because she communicates well with me about my condition & explains
*Dr.Santen is awesome! He really cares for his patients and his nurse *Sue also awesome and really cares for her
*Dr. Vranic and associates are delightfully friendly, caring, cautious, and of course, very competent physicians. I
Loved this office and *Dr. Dokun.
*Dr. Kesser has been amazing at diagnosing and treating my daughter's ear problems. We are very confident in
Every thing and the people are very nice. *Dr. Jones and everything was great.
*Thomas was very helpful in explaining what the cervical fusion procedure would entail. Very nice man w/an
I think *Dr. Hays is truly a dedicated physician. I like her very much.
I was very impressed with *Dr. Smith and his team. They took a great deal of time to ensure that I was given the
*Dr. MacKnight is outstanding.
*Dr. Borowitz always provides our daughter, Reagan, with the highest quality care possible! The nurses and
*Dr. Kaufman was very efficient. He updated me on some new advances in contact lenses and made sure that I
had the most comfortable ones. He went out of his way to answer a question that I had about my husband's
*Dr. Gurrola was outstanding. Knowledgeable and and a good group of my condition and needed treatment.
MD's (esp. *Taylor) & staff at CV Clinic display the very best in medical care & treatment - They truly care & it
shows. I credit *Dr. Taylor with saving my life by her pro-active attitude.
*Dr. Shirley was amazing and explained thing much clearer than previous physicians we had seen.
We have been seeing *Dr. Froh for over a year a now. She is always willing to listen to our concerns and really
takes the time to thoroughly answer questions and explain things to us.
*Dr. Hattee is my regular dr. He is part of the overall practice. *Dr. Forbes worked me in & he discovered my
We saw *Dr. Hall who is in training. A really fine person.
I had stage 4 uterine cancer. *Dr. Susan Modesitt is my surgeon and oncologist. There are not enough words for
me to express my appreciation to *Dr. Modesitt, her nurse, *Jana, the office staff, nurses and technicians and
EVERY staff member at the Emily Couric Center with whom I came in contact. Everyone from the
greeters/porters outside the door to the folks in registration and infusion, to those in *Dr. Modesitt's office and
especially my "rock star" -my name for her- surgeon, *Dr. Modesitt, have been COMPLETELY WONDERFUL with
*Dr. Cantrell was very connected, tuned in to my particular situation has an excellent manner and I would
*Dr. Leslie Blackhall was just one more in a long line of capable concerned _____ Specialists. My husband & I
*Kathleen Fuchs is a top-notch asset to the UVA Health System. My visit exceeded my expectations in EVERY
If I had to have cancer I wouldn't want to be anywhere else. I love *Dr. Lauden and his staff!
This was a referral for a second opinion about a lung disease I'd been told that I had by a pulmonary dr. in

Even though my provider was out with a medical procedure of her own on 2/29/16, her nurse practitioner saw
me & discussed all of my issues with my wonderful provider by forwarding my info to *Dr. Christiana Brenin the
same day & *Dr. Brenin called me to check on my well being at least twice a week. She is an outstanding doctor
& sees to my every need to make me healthy again. I am fighting breast cancer & just finished my chemo. I can
Productive, informative visit with *Dr. Hallowell and staff, esp. nurse *Anna (I think *Dr. Schimer's nurse - filling
As *Cirenza realizes that I have several issues going on, he has helped me with trying to find an answer to my
I had DBS surgery in 2007 & *Dr.Elias & his team are STILL very committed to my continued good health. We are
To me this was a major life surgery. *Dr. Kesser was a professional through and through, highly skilled in his
trade, personal concern for me, his patient, thorough, patient, precise, diligent, and always kind. I am deeply
*Dr. Mehrad worked me into his schedule on short notice - near Christmas holidays. Exceptionally attentive and
*Dr. Costabile is outstanding. Extremely knowledgeable and friendly as well. (A rare combination).
The willingness of *Dr .Elias to spend time discussing my illness was unmatched... thank you!
Thank you, *Dr. Lin!
As always, *Dr. Wolf is exceptional.
*Mrs. Juanita Reigle is very caring, very knowledgeable and I am glad she is on my team.
*Dr. Culp operated on my husband to remove bladder & prostate due to cancer and was outstanding and has
been outstanding since to keep up check-ups every 6 mos. and has always shown concern.
*Dr. Deal is a warm thoughtful person who knows her stuff!
*Dr. Kozower and his staff are OUTSTANDING.
I am extremely pleased with the care provided by *Dr. Scott Seaton exceeds my expectations as my primary care
I feel very fortunate to have *Dr. Cherry treating me. He is an exceptional physician in whom I have total
confidence. Physicians in training should mention *Dr. Cherry's patient rapport.
We were helped from the time we parked our car in the handicap zone and a nice lady who took us to the
building and made sure we were took care at registration. Everyone was nice the nurses, doctors, nurses
Thank you *Dr. Bauer & staff.
*Ms Sims is an excellent asset to your system.
My son's seizures are under control w/*Dr. Kapur's care & attentiveness. We are pleased.
This concerned a 4th back surgery. *Dr. Mark is the very best. So is his entire staff! Excellent surgeon.
I fell blessed to had *Dr. Malpass as my physician & have such a wonderful medical center at Zions Crossroads.
The care and proficiency of your team is superlative and *Dr. Levine is not only... but takes the time to fully
*Dr. Bolton and his nurse *David are very good experienced people in their work; they are always nice
mannered. Washes hands often, I feel safe with my health with them.
*Dr. Yun Shim was a delight and pleasure to deal with. He made me feel important to him _____ my health
needs. Very knowledgeable and professional and approachable. A wonderful doctor. I highly recommend him.
I love *Dr. Dame. She greets you with a smile every time and she listens to you.
*Donna is excellent, first time I met with *Donna she made me feel so comfortable and at ease, she is so great in
her line of work - She is a great asset to UVA Medical Center.
*Dr. Fredrick explains things well. He takes time to listen and hear any concerns or issues. He is attentive to the
*Dr. Newman is very thorough and I feel he is most competent.
*Dr. Gonzalez - Exceptional, one in a million, excellent outstanding, and perfect. Nurse - *Melissa - Same as
above. She is the best nurse *Dr. Gonzalez has ever had. They both work side by side - the best thing that ever
happened for both of them. I love them both very much - they take excellent care of me. -> They are always
Saw *Lisa Foster & she was extremely knowledgeable & helpful. Took a lot of time to explain my back issues
with my husband & me. I'm looking forward to seeing her again.
*Dr. Post is the best! She always takes a lot of time with me and is extremely thorough and professional. I never
*David Brenin plays an important role in my physical and therefore emotional well-being.
*Dr. QUigg has always been very caring.

*Dr. Sue Brown has my complete confidence. She enlists my thoughts and views into the medical decisionmaking process and takes the time needed to ensure I understand my health conditions and treatment options.
It is always very rewarding to deal with *Dr. Clebak and his wonderful staff.
*DR. JOHNSON even calls me.
*Dr. Targonski took great care of me right away and resolved all my issues. *Jennifer checked me in promptly
*Dr. Hassanzadeh is an excellent orthopedic surgeon.
*Kelsey and ALL were great.
We love *Dr. Norwood and his entire staff. UVA is our first choice, which is why we travel 2 hours for doctor's
visits. I recommend anyone I meet who has a child with Autism to *Doctor Norwood.
We think *Dr. Herndon and his staff is excellent. My son is (3) and talks about *Dr. Herndon.
My overall experience at UVA has been excellent. I appreciate we have this facility, and specifically *Dr.
Bilchick, to care for my health issues. Would highly recommend UVA and *Dr. Bilchick.
I really believe in *Dr. James Browne - I have sent family members to him. I also had knee replacement in August
We hold very high regard for *Dr. Druzgal, staff and facility. We are honored to have her for our daughters
It is always a pleasant experience at this office. *Dr. Netland is a kind, caring doctor who always listens to
*Dr. Scott is very caring. She makes sure I see a specialist when needed, and in a timely manner.
(I was having a routine physical.) EXCELLENT in every way and it's remarkable, actually, given how busy *Dr. Post
I have been a patient of *Dr. Platts-Mills' clinic for over 25 years! Not only is the care excellent, but when I need
*Dr. Christopher Campbell is very respected by his staff - he is always happy kind - professional - educates you
on what is happening - my diagnosis of breast cancer was a rough road - I was blessed to.
It is always a pleasure to return to *Dr. Battle's practice. He is an excellent doctor working with my Down
Syndrome daughter. He is very knowledgeable & treats her & myself as a friend & excellent doctor. Very well
*Erik Hewlett was wonderful - He is a great asset to UVA Hosp.
All staff at the Outpatient Surgery Center were very good to me. *Dr. McCullough and his staff was excellent.
*Dr. Smith & his staff listen & then we have discussions @ my care & how to proceed. He is very attentive &
*Dr. Grice & team were fantastic!!
*Dr. Tuskey is a new doctor for me & she is wonderful! As well as her nurse *Susan who always calls me back
*Dr. Malpass got a great deal of work done with me in a very reasonable amount of time. I was very impressed
with his knowledge & skills. Looking forward to working on my illness with him. I feel confident he can help me *Dr. Green was/is the only dermatologist who has gotten my psoriasis under control. He is a gem!
*Carmel Nail, NP is a very kind, caring health professional. She goes above and beyond my expectations each
visit with her kindness and compassion. I don't live in the Charlottesville area, but will continue to see her and
This was our first visit when *Dr. Repaske and the experience was excellent. *Dr. Repaske has a wonderful
demeanor for explaining diagnoses, treatments and attacks to parents of pediatric patients. UVA Children's
*Dr. Spencer Payne is one of the "BEST" physicians I have ever had care for me - I have referred him out to
many people - He is educated, listens to me, and really is concerned about my health - I trust him more then
*Dr. Albon and the entire Adult CF Clinic are wonderful. PLEASE don't let her leave!
*Dr. Harandi saw me after an accident where I broke my wrist. He was sensitive and listened to my concerns
about work issues. (I am a letter carrier.) The nursing staff were awesome! Funny and kind!
I would return to *Dr. Harandi again, if the need ever arises. I have and will continue to highly recommend he
*Dr. Kirk and her staff are absolutely amazing!
*Dr.Chisholm was very professional, knowledgeable & courteous. He made a difficult situation easier by being
*Dr. Cantrell is an excellent doctor. She is very knowledgeable and compassionate and friendly. She is genuinely
concerned about the patients well being. She explains things without being an alarmist!!!
In addition to *Dr. Grosh and his staff who deserve much praises, the entire staff involving my scans at both
Fontaine and Zion Roads are friendly, calming, and very professional.
*Dr. Goodman & team are excellent!

*Dr. Voss has been attending to my health and medical needs for many years now. I value his expertise and
opinions. He is indeed a fine physician and I appreciate all he has done to help me!
Our experience with *Dr. Heinan was fantastic! *Dr. Heinan & her staff surpassed ALL of our expectation & we
Overall I am very pleased. I am very happy to have *Dr. Zhu as my provider.
Having surgery May 2, 2016 (back) I trust *Dr. Helm he did my brain surgery in 2010.
*Dr. Chisholm is an extremely competent & caring prescriber. I am very grateful to have the opportunity to be a
*Dr. Lipson and his staff are always helpful, courteous, and compassionate. I am very happy with them & TRUST
*Gretchen Banker is one of the best health care providers I have ever had.
UNA and HealthSouth are excellent institution and I always recommend them highly - *Dr. Smith is one of my
Nurse *Jody and *Dr. Argo are wonderful. Grateful to their attentiveness in working through how to treat my
rare disease. Since being referred to *Dr. Argo after 17 years of this disease I finally feel positive progress being
*Dr. Gwathmey goes above and beyond in patient care! I highly recommend him for orthopedic needs. I was
very impressed by the team in the OR, on my DOS 2/17/16. THANKS!!
We were happy with *Dr. Perumal's and his staff's care of our son's foot problem. We appreciate his persistence
*Dr. Tuskey, fellows *Dr. Gomez & RN *Susan were all wonderful. I appreciated that they were familiar with my
records, really listened to me, and took a proactive approach to my care.
We transferred to *Jen Prol. What a great switch, so glad we did so easy to speak with, to the point and so much
knowledge. Very impressed with our care, and she cared what we thought. Have recommended her to others.
*Dr. Liu and staff were outstanding!!
*Dr. Cooper came highly recommended, and rightly so. I believe he and his faculty were the right choice in the
*Brandy Patterson is my cardiologist. She does a very good job.
*Dr. Brian Wispelway and his intern gave excellent care. I couldn't have asked for more.
I want to take this opportunity to speak for my husband & myself on the excellent care we received from UVA
since 2014. Sept 29, 2014 he had a knee replacement done by *Dr. Thomas Brown. We received excellent care
from the dr.'s office staff & all staff @ UVA Hosp. March 28, 2015 again my husband had surgery. *Dr. Shen
performed back surgery. Again the service we recv'd were EXCELLENT!! On 10/29/15, I had a total hip
*Dr. Brian Belyea is an outstanding pediatric oncologist. The care and concern he has shown for our child is
amazing!! He is the reason we choose to drive 3 hours to get to UVA.
*Dr. Dunsmore & her nurses are the best!!
*Dr. Bargmann always takes good care of me Came to UVA in Orange County Rescue Squad. I had surgery & stayed 2 days, 1 night in hospital. Excellent care
*Dr. Santen is the best dr. @ UVA. He cares about me. In this case, he fit me into his full schedule to address my
*Dr. Heim has been exceptionally concerned about my husband's care and health for the past three years, even
I had surgery at UV on Jan. 18th. *Gregory Helm never visited my room post op. I never got to thank him or
Nurse practitioner very nice and friendly - *Danielle.
*Dr. Olsakovsky is an excellent physician. She is thorough, detailed, and shows that she cares about her patients.
I relocated from NEW JERSEY to Virginia and consider myself fortunate to have connected with her.
I was very happy with the care I received. *Dr. Hassanzadeh did an excellent job on my surgery. My follow up
*Dr. Clebak, and his staff are totally professional.
Great hospital and staff! *Kathleen Haden is very caring and understanding. Wonderful person and very
Everything went well, and *Dr. Bowman is great.
Me and my daughter drive 6 hours one way to see *Dr. Teague since she has become a patient all our worries
have become less he is a very good doctor, has given me more answers & provided us great care for both of use.
*Dr. Campbell is an excellent doctor. Very knowledgeable about my condition and always takes his time and I
never feel rushed. Excellent bedside manner and genuinely concerned about my well-being.
*Dr. Lin & staff are wonderful!
*Dr. Mehrad & everyone I met was just great - very concerned about my "breathing" problems. Will be going

*Dr. Kirby is the best doctor in the whole world - She is out of this world giving her patients the best care ever.
She always does. Always. She always is so nice love, love *Dr. Kirby. 25 plus plus.
*Dr. Wang is a very nice, respectful dr all the nurses were very helpful, didn't leave me the whole time, I really
We travel about 4 hours (round trip) to see *Dr. Shildkrot and are very happy with both him and his office staff.
*Dr. Loughran is wonderful. He listens and makes you feel he is doing the best anyone could do to help.
We are very pleased with our experience with *Dr. Peterson and his staff. They were quick to see us, explained
all options thoroughly, took as much time with us as was needed and had great bedside manner w/our daughter.
I love *Dr. Amy Tucker - She is a great dr.! I trust her completely.
I want to thank *Dr. Strand and everyone who helped take care of me. It made me feel comfortable, because
everyone was friendly and worked together as a team. Please thank everyone for me.
*Dr. Wilder is calm, kind & compassionate while attending to the patient and the resident who usually
accompanies him. He instills confidence with his wealth of knowledge & experience.
*Dr. J. Jayne cares for my mental health needs.
Please make note of the fact that these providers are wonderful! *Dr. Karl Clebak & entire staff including front
desk person: *Topor. *Dr. James Brown - best orthopedist ever. If he had done my husband knee first it would
*Dr. Boyer is the BEST!!!
*Dr. Gray was a very great dr. caring & sensitivity to my needs. Great staff too.
*Kristine Shannon is AWESOME!
*Dr. Shah is a wonderful dr. and has helped me so much. He and his staff make me fill like I am queen for a day.
*Dr. Gampper and *Dr. David Murariu are excellent! I would highly recommend their service to anyone.
I have the utmost confidence in & respect for *Dr. Hullfish. I have followed her from Northridge to UVA Medical
Center & back to Northridge & will continue to do so. She is also very personable & remembers details about my
*Dr. Abdel-Rahman is very competent and thorough. He is a truly outstanding professional.
The staff and nurse, and of course the doctor were all very kind, friendly and helpful. *Dr. Anderson took the
My son has been seen at this dr.'s office since birth. They are not just his doctor - they are family!
*Dr. Grice is the BEST - much concern for your pain, problem, gives much thought on conclusion of Tx - and gets
Helpful staff! *Wanda, *Katy O, *Michael (MRI), *Nancy (*MRI), *Tom Szabo, *Sheryl, *Dr. Jane, _____ *Dr.
*Dr. Kirby was absolutely wonderful. Very professional, thorough and pleasant.
I was extremely impressed with my visits to UVA. ALL personnel were very professional. *Dr. Schenk was
*Dr. Campbell performed surgery on a badly damaged knee for me in Aug. 20,2015. My visit on Jan. 11, 2016,
was my discharge. I have nothing but praise for him and his excellent staff.
*Dr. Wolfe and the entire staff is very polite and make you feel welcomed. I especially appreciated how *Dr.
*Mrs. Nancy Pitts is the very best and I wish there we more like her. She made me feel better.
*Dr. Dalkin is an excellent physician: Knowledgeable, caring, and responsive. He responds to E-mail questions
Always heard *Dr. Escanellas was a very concerned dr., he lived up to his reputation.
*Dr. Pinkerton & staff give excellent service, very caring, thorough & sensitive. I wish she was my primary
*Dr. Geilker is the most wonderful caretaker for me!
I have always been very pleased with *Dr. Schectman and his care for me.
*Dr. Smith is one of the best doctors I have ever been to! Could not ask for a better doctor. Wish all doctor
*Dr. Binit Shah was very professional & detailed in his examination of me & review of my problem. I had visited
3 other neurologists prior to *Dr. Shah & consider *Dr. Shah the most competent.
*Dr. Craig Portell is an amazing physician! He truly cares about me as a patient. He is a good listener and
explains things in simple terms. I have been blessed to have met *Dr. Portell. The care I have received from *Dr.
Portell has been outstanding!! *Sarah Kirby, RN, has also been a job to work with. *Sarah has a calming
*Dr. Craig Portell is an outstanding physician who really cares about my well being. Dr. Portell explains things in
clear and easy to understand terms. I rate *Dr. Portell as exceptional (A+).
*Dr. Mehrad and the lung disease clinic are outstanding in every respect. The MyHealth portal is the best one

*Dr. Preston was excellent and very efficient.
I travel 3 hrs. away to see *Dr. Padia. She is the only provider to take me serious about my edema & insulin.
*Dr. Shim was very good!
You all were great. I want to thank *Dr. Daniel Strand he was very nice & good in his work.
Everything was good. Very please with *Dr. Schenkman and staff!
I have been a patient of *Dr. Susan Kirk since 2003 ish *Dr. Susan Kirk is my favorite doctor!! She answers all my
questions and concerns in a timely manner. Please take good care of her!! She deserves the best!!
*Dr. Barrett is an excellent doctor & is VERY prompt to answer my phone calls.
Excellent personality. Fast! *Dr. Southall Louisa, CO - *Dr. Southall's office. Everyone was great! No. 1 in
Hold high opinion of Univ. of VA health system... value concern, kindness & health treatment... *Dr. Lipchuch is
excellent in all ways. You can feel he calls!! -- I vote for him for president of U.S.A.
*Dr. Vance is a wonderful doctor I would recommend her to everyone.
*Dr. Chhabra is a WONDERFUL doctor. He was great with my surgery and after care. Thank God for men like
I believe the procedure *Dr. Engel's office is using will prevent many misunderstanding between the doctor and
Also the ability to contact *Dr. Engel using "My Chart" is very helpful since I work during the day without an
opportunity to make a phone call. It's a comfort to know my doctor is that close.
*Dr Post and her staff provide the best general practice medical care it has been my good fortune to encounter.
*Post is just an incredibly good BP. She is a superb _____ listens intently, remembers, has a quick but _____ and
Experienced & dedicated nurses like - *Hilda/*Sharon/*Carol.
So I' hoping that these note could be addressed toward the most dedicated nursing staff@ the allergist office in
Northridge. So please any dedication or awards would go toward the RN's - *Hilda - *Sharon - *Carol & of course
the admin/reception - *Crystal Mohler 100% care towards me as a patient & many that I've met since I've been
My nurse *Dr. Eve Bargmann has been a very good doctor. She has not fail me yet. She very concern about my
health and when she _____ a problem with me she know how to get me well. She a good doctor indeed.
Univ. of VA Hospital & medical offices for melanoma cancer are best in state of VA. *Dr. Grosh is superior as
*Dr. Densmore is very kind, empathetic & brilliant.
Excellent care and concern A +. *BETH & *ANGIE A +.
Everyone was really nice and concerned about my problem. *Dr. Gurrola was really interested in my problem.
I went to *Dr. Vranic as a second opinion concerning my being issue. He gave me options I I did not have before
I think it helps that *Donna Markey brings personal experience to her practice at the Cancer Center *Dr. Shaffrey is an excellent physician. We appreciate his concern for my wife's health and well being.
*Dr. Borque explained the cardiac implications of my A Fib and discussed my surgery with me.
*Dr. Shami is the most caring doctor I know. She is so knowledgeable and always explains things well.
I want to thank *Dr Porian for his care and full patience to discuss my situation and answering all questions.
*Dr. Early was very kind. The whole staff were courteous.
Every visit we have had with *Stephanie has been exceptional. She is wonderful with Braeden and our family.
*Beth Ann is WONDERFUL! You need more people like her! *Dr. Domson & his nurses are top rate! Thank you!
On 2/23/2016 I had surgery by *Dr. Netland, 2/24/2016 was 24 hr. f/u. Everything went well. The whole
The 2 visits I have had with *Dr. Portell made me feel very confident in the diagnosis and treatment plan.
*Dr. Romness' nurse *Pat Morris is wonderful! Asked about a return call that day. I had to say "never" because
I only called once, BUT *Pat called me the next day which was fine! The call was about our upcoming
*Dr. Barnes spoke to my daughter and explained her condition and the plan for treatment. *Dr. Barnes should
*Dr. Tuskey is always so kind & professional. Well dressed. Very respectful. She never seems rushed or makes
me feel rushed. I like her as a person and a doctor VERY much! I drive 2-1/2 hrs. (one way) just to see her.
*Susan Miller (*Dr. Tuskey's nurse) AMAZING! So friendly & helpful. Always prompt in returning my calls.
I appreciate the excellent care that I was accorded at this facility and I would recommend it to anyone. Thanks
*Dr. Dana..... You took care of my problem. God bless the work of your hands.

*Dr. Krupski's quality of work reflects high professional standards and displays loyalty to the profession.
*P. Dreicer is a great doctor. Great insight into my cancer plus great recommendations on how to resolve it.
*Dr. Sharma, *Doug Spalding & *Svetlana Goldman wore the nicest people, they made me feel welcome at
every visit. I'm glad that I had an opportunity to meet them. Thanks for all they did.
*Kathleen Lee is an excellent medical care provider.
*Dr. Frye and staff identified the problem other doctor had missed. Treated the problem and listened to me.
Exchanged emails to answer questions that came up. A truly exceptional experience in the best possible way.
My initial contact with *Dr. Williams & staff was excellent & I have chosen to have *Dr. Williams manage my
Hope we don't have to repeat surgery but we appreciated *Dr. McGahren's honesty and felt he gave the same
They were all great and I loved the lead nurse *Merisa the woman who put on his case. She was great!!
*Dr. Worrall is simply outstanding. He has taken the time to review my medical history and has helped to clear
up medical concerns that other neurologists were unable to do for 3 years. He is a true asset to UVA and I am so
*Dr. Lien Dame she is very good dr. and she listen to you and very sweet and all the staff is good and sweet and
*Dr. Teague and his entire team are amazing! We drove up from Atlanta, GA to seek medical care from *Dr.
Excellent care. *Dr. Lim is outstanding!!
We've had an exceptional experience dealing with *Dr. Chhabra and his team. They are all very attentive and
very good @ answering questions and concerns for our child. Thank you!
*Dr. Wilder and his staff took wonderful care of my during my visit. He is really an asset to the UVA Health
My doctors *John Jane and *Dr. Mary Lee Vance - both are very good doctors, very courteous, _____.
*Dr. Domson always treats you with respect, and I feel does wonderful job with patient care - also, all support
staff always makes you happy to be a patient at your facility. Thanks for such good care.
*Dr. Wolfe is a great doctor. I am very lucky to have him. I love the Farmville Hospital and *Dr. Huber who did
This appointment was a follow-up initiated by *Dr. Malpass who was apparently consulted about an x-ray
ordered. By another doctor, his prescription for me successfully cured my bronchitis. We agreed to a follow-up
*Dr. Marks Russell is a great doctor, and was very concerned of me as his patient. He explained each step as he
went through the surgery. All in the office was very warm and caring.
*Dr. Adams and all his staff were wonderful and very concerned about me.
*Dr. Hatter is one of the finest Drs. in this area! And SDFP is just what we need here.
My HCP & staff provide excellent health care - I have referred several friends to *Kimberley Bauman, MD. The
*Dr. Cosby is a very nice dr. I really like him and his nurse.
*Dr. Kesser is "excellent" a long with his staff. I am so honored to have him a my dr.
*Dr. Benton was the most professional and friendly physician I've ever encountered. Took a lot of time to
*Dr. Gampper has been amazing with my daughter. When we called with a concern after surgery - not only was
our call returned within about 2 minutes - but it was *Dr. Gampper himself. He listened and answered our
questions thoroughly. He also called later that evening to speak directly to my daughter and again in the next
morning to check on her. The quality of care and concern has been amazing! He has thoroughly explained
I love the support I get for *Dr. Vance & her team. *Monty is the BEST scheduler I've EVER dealt with - he is
*Jennifer Hark was professional, caring & knowledgeable. I was VERY impressed with her.
*Dr. Keeley is an outstanding physician. She is my "go-to" cardiologist from now on!
I was very satisfied w/how fast I was able to get an appointment for acute onset of pain. The staff was kind,
conscientious and eager to attend to my needs. The transition from *Cara to *Claire as my provider had been
I have just had 2 visits to *Dr. Yang regarding my hernia. I have not yet had surgery. It is scheduled. *Dr. Yang
*Dr. Anderson is very professional & easy to talk about problems I was having. Her associate was very helpful
*Dr. Eagleson is a definite asset to the facility.
*Dr. Mason is a wonderful dr. He is so awesome! (My daughter says to say that).
My daughter loved *Dr. Barnes and says she understand things in the way he explains them.

Of all the physicians I see, none are as attentive or caring as *Dr. Kimpel and the entire staff - I'm sure you don't
pay them enough. They're worth gold! Anytime I've called *Dr. Kimpel I have a phone call back in two HOURS or
*Dr. Zadrozny is one of my favorite physicians. He is attentive and always addresses my needs clearly. His nurse
is also very attentive and greets me like a friend rather than a patient. She is thorough in reviewing my meds
*Dr. Maughan is my primary care provider. She is very easy to talk with & engages me in every decision related
to my care. I trust her recommendations & feel that she explains the reasons/... all her recommendations very
*Dr. Tripathi has always been concerned, caring, knowledgeable, and thorough from the first appt we had. Also
the desk receptionist went above & beyond the call of duty. I was in the office for 4 hours for a drug challenge
during which time I took antibiotics to test for allergy. I was anxious but when *Dr. Tripathi wasn't there she
*Dr. Frick is amazing, caring and a wonderful physician. His staff are exceptional and the overall experience with
*Dr. Bowman is a kind and helpful man. The staff are all so great. *Dr. Bowman tells it as it is, and I can
*Dr. Davidson is an exceptionally competent and communicative doctor, professional and yet friendly.
*Dr. Bilchick was one of the best to explain what he was going to do how and what the outcome! The nurse was
great!! Everyone was excellent! This was my first time HERE.
Excellent staff and teamwork of staff was high quality. My husband and I were very impressed with *Dr. Slingluff
I was very happy regarding my experience w/*Dr. Galbraith. This was my first time seeing *Dr. Galbraith, but I
have since decided to make him my primary dentist, as a result of the positive experience.
I'll been really pleased with my Dr. which is *Dr. Kimpel - and my nurse *BJ she too has been very helpful and
*Dr. Lyons is very friendly, easy to talk to, covers all bases, & I feel very comfortable in working with her.
*Dr. Ferick and the staff are attentive and professional. When I have medical needs for pain control or
prescription refills or any medical questions, the staff is very prompt.
Excellent job *Dr. Stephen Park and the University of Virginia Medical Center.
Someday *Dr. K. Greer will retire and I hope this replacement is just as pleasant and as skilled.
*Dr. Annex and *Laura, *Dick, nurse, are the best only patients could have.
I would highly recommend *Dr. Mason. Really helped me out.
*Dr. Cooper and his staff provided outstanding attention and care.
*Dr. Behm is an outstanding physician who takes an interest in ensuring I'm received the best care that I can.
I like the way *Dr. Joseph Amalfiltano took his time talking to me and explained my concerns. He was very nice
*Dr. Julia den Hartog is a very pleasant doctor for my treatment I'm glad she at the Orange Physicians family
I feel so well taken care of by *Dr. MacKnight. He is so respectful and kind. He explains my health issues (hip
pain) clearly, in a manner I can understand. I have the greatest confidence in his knowledge and feel safe in his
*Dr. Thomas Brown, his staff and clerical staff are excellent. I thank god for these professionals every time I
My first time visit with *Dr. Hullfish. I arrived with my mind firmly made up on what treatment option I wanted.
That decision was definitely respected by *Dr. Hullfish as she gave me alternatives to consider. I will be forever
grateful for her giving me alternatives and her explanation that choosing another treatment option did not mean
*Dr. Nastea is an excellent and caring doctor.
My visit with *Dr. Loughran & *Holly Davis was exceptional. We could not have been more pleased. *Dr.
Loughran listened to my questions and his staff assisted me/most professionally.
*Carol Parrish and *Andrew Capland went the extra mile for me to allow me to get home from the hospital
sooner. Both are great examples of compassion and superb knowledge.
*Dr. Lipson is one of the most sensitive and competent communicator I have met in the medical profession.
*Dr. Liu is very accessible and thinking outside the box. He's down to earth as well. Compared w/the other
*Dr. Kirzhner and *Beth were both excellent.
*Dr. Rindos is a very nice physician.
*Dr. Black and the dr. in training were very caring and informative as they did the skin graft.
*Dr. Kesser was the best. He returned my emails & even called me. Now this is what patients expect from their
*Dr. Shonka CARING PROFESSIONAL care is a model for all of us former professionals -

*Dr. Goodman's care & brilliant insights are at the center of my old age survival. Thank you *Dr. DeBoer is a very good listener and looks for best possible treatment options. He was able to give useful
advise that works! I think that we have our daughter's diabetes pretty well under control.
*Dr. Archbald-Pannone is very competent & personable. We always discuss options thoroughly.
Really like *Dr. Dowdell, she was very kind and thorough.
I am very pleased with *Dr. Snustad.
I adore *Dr. Zhu. She has always been very attentive concerning my areas of pain. Has always tried to help keep
I am so grateful to *Dr. Chris Shaffery for taking my difficult case, performing spine surgery that restored my
ability to walk. When other doctors refused me this man had to courage to help me. Best group of people you
No complaints about *Dr. Campbell or his office staff. Everyone was very nice.
*Dr. Scott Lim is the best doctor ever he is so gentle and understanding. We think the world of him.
*Dr. Corbett & the rest of the staff were amazing. Made us feel comfortable about our son's surgery. Our
*Dr. Cantrell is a gyn oncologist - so, not a doctor you ever want to have to see. But if you DO have to, she's the
I had reached out to *Dr. Gregg with greeting via email & without any obligation, she responds promptly &
referenced these questions - going back 3+ months in this visit. She is amazing & always spends ample time with
*Dr Greer welcomes you to call him personally & he will take time even on a day off to answer your questions.
*Dr. Gwathmey & *Dr. Cochran were very knowledgeable & professional. Finally got an answer to my problem.
I was impressed with the time taken with me by both *Dr. Amex and *Laura Deck. This was my first time with
*Doctor Zaydfudim and his staff & nurses are the GREATEST! They really care about each an every person. He is
*Dr. Laurie is very sweet and when asked gives necessary information about concerns!
*Dr. Rosner is thorough, caring and I appreciate his expertise. I am thankful that he is my nephrologist.
*Dr. Salomon has been my doctor for 15 years and I trust him to handle my medical needs. For that reason, I
UVA, God, nurses & my doctors have saved my life literally on 3 occasions. *Vicki Valquez resulted, revived me at
scene of accident, _____ *Christopher, *William, _____, *Dr. Kaylor & quite a few other doctors worked
tiredlessly around the clock to save my life! Twice UVA, God & my doctors *Dr. Kaylor, *Dr. Kathryn Dort, my
social worker *Bruce Elsworth have saved my life. I owe all the doctors, social worker listed above & many other
Overall very positive. I told *Dr. Fernandez that we liked him and his approach. That he was not condescending.
THat he did not discount us as persons and non-medical ______ or me as woman who is advocating for her
*Dr. Malhotra, *Ms. Koch and your device clinic team have provided this patient with wonderful care. Their
concern is evident in dealing with my difficult diagnosis. - Fabry disease!
*Dr. Brendon Bowman is an exceptionally fine practitioner. He is among the most clear "explaining" doctors we
We are so thankful that *Dr. Stevenson has been in (son's) life for the past 12 years. What a blessing to have a
*Dr. Black and his staff are the best anybody could hope for!
My visit w/*Dr. Statuta was the best experience I've ever had at a doctor apt. Thank you.
I am very satisfied with *Cynthia's care for me and always have confidence in UVA's teams.
*Dr. Yarboro, her team, and the ED team saved me against the odds in late December, and continue to put me
back together. They have been brilliant, thoughtful, compassionate, and I and my family will always be grateful
This was the the first and only time I had been seen by *Dr. Walloce but, would be happy to have *Dr. Wallace as
*Dr. Lyons - PCP and _____ of the surveyed appointment is an exceptionally attentive, patient-focused,
compassionate, & thorough clinician. She is timely, courteous, & always accessible. In 65 years of acute &
On June 26, 2002 *Dr. Barbara T. Post became our family doctor at the UVA Medical Center. We have the
greatest admiration for her kindest and professional help with keeping our family healthy.
*Ms. Jennifer Hart, PA, was absolutely outstanding! She is knowledgeable, has _____ experience, and was a
delight to work with. I couldn't have been treated by a better person.
I had a wonderful experience with the whole process. *Doctor Kirzhner is an amazing doctor and person.
*Dr. Macik is a very good doctor. Very smart & knows her smarts!
*Dr. Tania Thomas was very helpful and knowledgeable. This was a specialized one time visit to the Traveler's

*Dr. Brendan Bowman is an excellent nephrologist. You can tell that he is a teaching doctor. He explains
everything about my kidney problem in detail. He is very compassionate and has excellent communication skills.
*Doctor Ragestra and team were very outstanding.
Very pleasant visit *Dr. Mostaunu is the best doctor I have every known at any time during my life of 86 years.
*Dr. Mihalek, MD is a pulmonologist who is new to us. He is a very competent, compassionate physician and we
were both very impressed by his caring nature. He has called us back several times to check on my husband who
suffers from COPD along with many other serious conditions. We have never had such an assuring physician and
*Meg Barclay is the bomb!!! Love her.
I found *Dr. Cooper very _____ in his knowledge of care in my situation. I trust his office and him.
*Dr. Daniero is an outstanding doctor who not only knows his craft but is genuinely concerned about his
*Dr. Lippert is simply the finest, most caring dr. I've ever seen. She spent a large amount of time with me
explaining the situation and answering my questions. She is just an exceptional dr. with great "bedside manner".
I saw *Krupski on 10/1/15. She set up a biopsy for 10/19/15. 1/4/16 was the first in a series of six of chemo
injections. I do not see the doctor only the nurses who administer the injections. *Krupski visit is scheduled for
*Dr. Nishio Lucar is a wonderful and caring provider and the 2 in _____ facility is very much appreciated.
*Dr. Luna is easily the most responsive physician I have seen in the last 15 years. Polite, well informed,
*Dr. Wang is a great doctor!
*Dr. Davis is very respectful, knowledgeable, and genuine. Very happy with my care! Thank you.
Have been going to this practice for 9+ years. Changed to another practice after Dr. C_____ left. Returned to
this practice when *Dr. Courtney came. Very positive initial impression.
I had/have every confidence that *Dr. Daniero and his staff will ensure that I have the best possible outcome for
my issue. I am SO RELIEVED that he is treating me. He's the best!
That was, *Dr Gwathmey has been one of the most caring and sensitive dr.'s to my needs I've ever dealt with.
He listens to me and that is very important to me and my recovery. All _____ staff are good at their jobs,
*Dr. Gwathmey has performed 3 surgeries on me. As I understand it, he practically had to put my right shoulder
back together again for me. HE is a top notch rated surgeon in my opinion. I'm grateful to have had him as my
I switched my care from 1 neurologist to *Dr. Jones. I was diagnosed w/MS and wanted someone that I felt
could help me and feel listen to my needs. *Dr. Jones seems to be that doctor. *Peggy the nurse @ neurologist
*Dr. Brown and staff were very professional and easy to understand in a scale of 1-10 they were a 13.
*Dr. David Shonka - he's the best!!!
I hold *Dr. Mary-Margaret Noland in very high regard. My treatment under her care has been absolutely
I am very pleased w/the care & information I received from *Dr. Malhotea & his team, I don't think there is one
*Dr. Andrew Darby & his entire staff was great he has a wonderful team of people that work with him. Also I
think he is the most caring & understanding doctor I have ever met UVA is blessed to have him.
We sincerely appreciated *Dr. Jane's time & the reassurance he gave us.
I was scheduled by my family doctor for an appointment with *Dr. Smith for a problem in my neck I saw *Dr.
Smith & *Dr. Schenk and was very impressed with my case. Surgery not needed at this time.
Even though, I am on a lot of pain medicine, *Dr. Shaffrey and his team are the best around my area for back
*Dr. Dillion is always so nice. I tell him the names of his children and he updates me on their latest adventures. I
I feel that *Dana Hanna is serving my needs very well. She is new to this area and I would highly recommend
*Dr. John MacKnight is the best PCP ever!
*Dr. Marshall is an excellent doctor.
Our visit with *Dr. Gurrola was exceptional - He was very professional yet friendly and very good with kids. We
*Jennifer Hart is top-notch! She has great knowledge in her field of work and cares about her patients.
*Dr. MacKnight should be _____ for his expertise, bedside manners and overall kindness. He explain well if he
*David Mercer is an asset to UVA. He knows what he is doing and is very understanding, caring and very kind.
*Dr. Plews-Ogan is one of your finest. My wife and I have total confidence in her professional medical judgment.

*Dr. Hostetter is friendly, knowledgeable and listens well.
*Dr. Behm has always spent sufficient time to answer all my concerns and questions. He demonstrates an
*Louise Norko is excellent in every way: Knowledgeable, kind, efficient, helpful and encouraging - She is truly
*Dr. Carter is the best along with *Dr. Justin don't know his last name! Best doctors ever feel very comfy wit
It's been a "bona" fide pleasure to have *Dr. Dalkin as my endocrinologist. He has a delightful sense of humor
*Dr. Chhabra is the best - I wouldn't consider having anyone else treat my hand surgery.
I absolutely love *Dr. Behm and *Beth (RN) they both have been wonderful with me and my care. I recommend
*Dr. Dalkin is the BEST at responding to e-mail questions - very prompt & professional. Very kind and caring
*Dr. Diduch is "the best!" I'm a 75 yr. old dbl. amputee & have been a pat. since birth - won't go to anyone else!
*Dr. Kyin gave me my life back. He suggested Xolair injections since my asthma was so bad. My life changed for
the better - asthma controlled for the first time! he is a very caring doctor.
*Dr. Dacus is wonderful! The entire staff has been exceptional!
*Dr. Escanellas is always so kind with me. I appreciate this. He explains very well and, if he considers that I need
I enjoyed meeting *Ms. Radigan and appreciated her professionalism & humor. I also appreciated receiving
*Dr. Kirk is a great doctor & asset!!
*Elizabeth is a very engaging person & I _____ enjoyed having her taking care of me.
*Dr. Geilker my doctor for 15 yrs. I have upmost confidence in her, & her staff.
*Dr. Helenius is just great. She is a good listener and respectful of patient concerns and discomfort. I really
The entire team was wonderful during this visit - *Dr. Schneider, *Carol, the echo. sonographer, *Dr. Ferguson &
*Gay (ultrasound tech). They were caring, careful, compassionate, and warm. I felt so well cared for. Thank you!
I was (& still am) impressed by *Dr. Weiss' bed side manner. When he broke the news to me that I needed a 2nd
surgery he spent a lot of time with me & answered all my many questions. He does a good job explaining what
*Dr. Abel and his staff did a great job and were always available if I had concerns. *Dr. Abel & I emailed over a
weekend and Monday morning he called us just as a follow-up. Thank you *Dr. Abel!
*Dr. Ramirez is a wonderful combination of very bright neurologist but also kind and forthright. She relates well
to my 12 year old son and explains things thoroughly. She returns calls the same day and has spent 30 minutes
discussing medication adjustment with me. She never acts rushed and I have recommended her to my
I love my care provider, she was recommended by one of your care provider that I went to for 20 years *Dr.
Jennifer Marks who moved away, but she left me in good hands with *Dr. Dowdell.
*Dr. Greer is excellent in every way & takes a real hands on interest in his patients.
Excellent care- I would recommend *Dr. Landes.
*Dr. Grice & his team of professionals were excellent, & took awesome care of my every need! As they usually
I went for my 6 month check up. She referred me to a foot doctor to examine my toes. All was set up very
*Dr. Northup is a wonderful physician.
Every appt. w/*Dr. Jaffe has been very productive, helpful, respectful, informative, and professional.
I feel very fortunate to have *Dr. Foster caring for me and definitely know that I am in good hands. Every person
I have come in contact with at the Cancer Center has been kind, caring, and very helpful.
*Dr. Shen was excellent in his demeanor & explanation. I felt comfortable asking questions & he answered each
*Dr. Hullfish and *Bobbi work so good together, they knew exactly what my problem was and assured me that
they could help. They knew the problem that my own OB/GYN did not know. That I'm very thankful for. I've
*Dr. Kesser has always treated my son with the greatest care and respect. We value his time and expertise and
We really love *Dr. Gunther and his nurse! He really takes time during a visit and does well interacting with our
Very pleased with *Dr. Daniero and his staff.
*Dr. Crowley is the best! The staff was wonderful!
I dearly love *Dr. Argo. He is a great doctor. I'm an older woman and he treated me like he would had treated
his mother. Very friendly & respectful person you are lucky to have him on your staff.
I hate survey and the only reason I'm taking my time out to answer your questions is because *Dr. Argo deserves

*Dr. Ragosta is a great cardiologist and would be very difficult to replace!!
I had many questions and *Jacquelyn Sedlock answered all to my understanding and satisfaction. She explained
what I wanted and needed to know about my problem. If I need to go back, I shall be happy to see her. The lady
who made my appointment was very helpful in getting me an appointment as soon as possible at a time
*Dr. L'Ecuyer and entire team are an amazing, caring group of professionals who always go above and beyond
for our son. They are truly like a second family. Everyone at Battle Bldg. is amazing.
*Dr. Dillingham is a fine doctor and a fine human being *Dr. Bertram is by far the best doctor I've every had. Has knowledge on epilepsy is amazing and he has worked
with my wife and I to help me stay healthy. I'm very lucky to have found *Dr. Bertram.
*Dr. Green and her staff were very good to me. They were competent and caring. My experience from start to
*Dr. "K." and all staff was excellent.
*Dr. Loughran, *Holly & *Jacki are outstanding! I travel 5 hours to get to the UVA, thanks for making it worth the
*Dr. Burns and his staff are outstanding!
*Dr. Daniel Landes and his staff are exceptional and outstanding in providing professional and courteous service.
I could not be more pleased with three surgeries and the follow up visits provided by *Dr. Dacus and staff.
*Amanda Lani RN. *B. Purow, MD have both provided OUTSTANDING medical care & empathy.
I feel secure about my health care with *Dr. MacKnight.
I have a lot of trust in *Dr. Barnes. He has my children best health concerns priority. He communicates with my
*Dr. Shen was exceptionally nice, friendly, and has a caring manner. Assuring and I felt if I ever need spinal
surgery I would definitely request his professional care. Staff is very complimentary about him.
*Emily and all of the staff & physicians are VERY caring and engaged. I feel completely safe and confident that I
I cannot thank *Dr. Dillingham adequately for the efforts she made to make the Harivoni protocol available at
*Dr. Yarboro & staff are educated professionals with great care, people skills, & compassion. *Dr. Yarboro
considered my emotional & physical as well as psychological wellbeing. He was incredible.
*Dr. Jameson was very caring & keep eye contact well, he also was compassionate & sincere.
*Dr. Brown and all the staff in the orthopedic dept. have always been helpful and friendly in my past year of
*C. Friedman is a superlative PCP. She is insightful, clear, and kind. She was thorough.
*Dr. Dalkin & the doctor with him were very kind and explained things clearly.
I look forward to my visits to *Jo Ann and her crew!
Love *Yvonne - always available when I need her! Very professional - I feel comfortable & secure in her care.
*Dr. Behm & his staff are excellent!
*Dr. Geilker has coordinated my care for nearly 15 years. Not only is she highly skilled and knowledgeable, but
she is also sensitive and attentive. My case is fairly complicated, and she has spent many hours, over the years,
Love the new Richmond clinic! All the staff & *Dr. Albrecht are awesome! So convenient to home also.
Very, very efficient care and office personnel very attentive *Dr. Shirley - superb doctor.
*Dr. Cantrell is a very good dr. and she is so funny I'm happy that she takes good care of me every yr.
I travel to the Universitys Cancer Center for the care I - receive there. I live almost 5 hrs. away. *Dr. Schiff and
all the staff I have seen give me excellent care. I tell others it is staff that cares!
*Dr. Stevenson is the best! When he arrives for appointment he has thoroughly reviewed all aspects of our
A superb clinic from receptionist, nurses, and physicians (dr.s *Oldfilled and *Hong).
This was my initial visit w/*Dr. Lyons. I'm glad to have found her & the UVA Physicians' Group. I look forward to
years of working together to keep me as healthy as possible. *Dr. Lyons is an awesome doctor.
We were so glad to see the new facility at Zion _____ open! *Dr. Clebak had been our PC since opening and we
*Dr. Michael Williams is the best.
*Dr. Bolton, has been my dr. for 30 yrs. He is a wonderful dr. I really like him.
*Dr. Early is by far one of the best doctors I have ever met. He is a very caring gentle doctor. My daughter loves
I was very happy with my surgery. Thank you for having *Dr. Carlos Tache-Leon as at surgical dr. at UVA.

*Elizabeth Sullivan, NP & *Darlene Brown, RN are wonderful.
*Darlene Brown, RN excellent. *Elizabeth Sullivan, NP. Best ever had. Guided me in recovery skin cancer
I learned more from *Dr. Malik on chest c ray (interpretation) option and wonderful follow up.
In a perfect world, every doctor would be a *Dr. Michael Douvas! - Professional, compassionate, & accessible! A
I have always had the upmost admiration for *Dr. Rembold & his staff. They always call me by my name and are
*Dr Rembold and nurse *Leigh Kloss are simply the best.
I would recommend *Dr. Brockmeier to all my friends. Thank you for my care.
*Dr. Sharma was VERY thorough in his exam & work up, very knowledgeable & explained things well. His nurse
*Caroline is AMAZING - very kind, compassionate, helpful & responds to MyChart messages promptly.
As with everyone I had contact at UVA, *Ellen was not only very professional and knowledgeable in her field of
_____, she was quite courteous and pleasant. It is tymes like this, that, considering my malady, make better my
*Dr. Miller and his surgical residents were highly professional in every aspect of my examination, diagnosis
treatment and post-op care. I can't imagine that this experience and outcome could have been better.
I have found *Dr. Krupski to be an excellent dr. for my, urological needs informative both for my past
I am a new patient and I was looking to switch to a new doctor so far I like him fine because of all the questions I
answered I plan to keep him for my new PCP and I have a appt for blood work & other on Feb. 28. (*Dr.
I have been seeing *Dr Kern since 2000. He is certainly the best. Both dr and his staff have always treated me
Patient has pacemaker, routine visit for device. Visit with *Dr. Kennedy after device clinic. We are willing to
First visit since moving to VA. Nervous since we had the same neuro. opt. since birth. Loved *Dr. Newman & he
*Dr. Campbell and the staff at Pantops are always efficient, through and very caring *Dr. Druzgal and staff did an awesome job! This is from the reception desk to the nurses and doctors.
I have been a patient of *Dr. Post for 24 1/2 yrs. Very happy with her & staff.
This was my first visit with *Dr. Rembold. He was very thorough, kind, and explained everything!
I liked *Dr. Preston a lot.
I have received excellent care from Dr. A_____ *Copeland and his entire staff.
I was very impressed with *Dr. Vranic and his staff. Every one was kind and very respectful.
Love *Dr. Kirby!
My husband passed away on Nov. 19, 2015 from a rare cancer. I was his caregiver. *Dr. Blackhall was GREAT
with him. She listened to both of us and let my husband know she understood his concerns and discussed them
with them. He connected with her & trusted her. She called us for several weeks after he started hospice care
to address his concerns. He had a spiritual conflict that he had struggled with for years. A couple of weeks
*Dr. Maitland is a caring doctor, very professional. I'm thankful I had her as my doctor. She's great!
I have been seeing *Dr. William Evans since 1990 - He is one of the best, nicest and most thorough Dr. I know I
*Dr. MacKnight is my ortho dr., as well as my wife's (Wanda). We've been his patients for several years on three
month follow-ups due to chronic ortho conditions. *Dr. Macknight's knowledge, professionalism, and caring
*Dr. Chhabra is a very good doctor he understands his patients very well.
Provider *Porsche Roberson has been serving my three children for over five years. We moved to Culpeper, Va.
last year but I still travel to Orange, Va. so that we see *Dr. Roberson: She is a wonderful doctor…
*Dr. Thomas Brown and staff were exceptional with my care!!
*Dr. Courtney is very knowledgeable! Love her!
*Dr. Burns has given 'living' back to me - not as good as before my disability but so much better then what is was
before he was my doctor he and my wife and my 2 greatest advocates. No higher compliment is possible.
*Dr. Daniero is a awesome doctor. However there is a moderate help that he is able to provide me.
I think *Dr. Park is a wonderful Dr. I would recommend him to anyone.
I felt good about my experience there was good. I value what *Dr. Greer told me about my problem. I've using
what he recommended and it seems to be working. Everything there was really great.
The staff @ North Ridge is excellent & *Dr. Angela Taylor is excellent.

*Dr. Vance is one of the best dr.'s I have ever seen. Take so much effort to help you in any way. Excellent dr.
*DR. KAUPSKI is very professional and I have great confidence in her care.
One January I became ill with my heart; called UVA and was told *Dr. Gimple would see next day, when I was
seen by *Dr. Gimple who immediately entered me in the hospital. *Dr. Gimple and every staff took care of me *Dr. Warren continues to work with her staff and other doctors to save my life - I am forever grateful!
*Dr. A. Dalkin is an excellent endocrinologist.
*Dr. Greer is an excellent doctor. You know that!
*Dr. Jones was tremendous. I could not ask or hope for better treatment than what she provided. Her follow-up
My family and I have been to *Dr. Forbes for a lot of years he is a very good doctor. We have from time to time
seen the other two providers. We also like them. We wouldn't want to go any place else.
P.S. I had traveled from Virginia Beach/Tidwater area of Virginia. I tell everyone that UVA is the very best for
*Dr. Vranic is one of the best physicians we have seen & *Lori his nurse is excellent. A good feeling prevails
when we are in that office. *Dr. Vranic is very knowledgeable about my problems.
*Dr. McCullough was my surgeon for an operation. He did a great job. Very professional, yet down to earth.
*Dr. Pollart has been primary care provider for my wife and me for many years. she is very capable and
*Dr. Taylor and staff = Rock stars!
We got the appointmt. with *Doctor John Jane _____ *DR. BRADLEY KESSER me and my family very grateful to
both doctors and then _____ and help _____. GOD BLESS them.
I had a great experience. Staff that handled scheduling was very helpful in moving up my appointment & my
sleep study. The entire staff was really good. *Darlene was amazing. She went above & beyond for me & my
*Dr. Stephen Caldwell is the best doctor. If not for *Dr. Caldwell I would have died several years ago.
*Kathy Printz, *Anita Zopp, nurse *Jackie all great assets to this practice *DR. Potter is the finest Rheumatologist I have worked with his knowledge & caring are vast.
*Dr. Lori Urban is amazingly wonderful! Wonderful in every way - there are no words to explain just how great
I was very happy with *Dr. Browne and all of his staff. They took very good care of me after my knee
This visit with *Kim was a check before going to radiology. It was quick, efficient, friendly and all questions
answered. *King is a well-informed nurse, energetic and has a sense of humor which is a great asset in her
I am very pleased with the service @ UVA and *Dr. Adam Shimer staff. Jimmy
*Dr. Ranney is amazing. I recommend her to all of the other new parents that I know!
My experience has been very good. I have been on this journey since March 24, 2015 when I was not feeling
well and called my family doctor and I was transferred to the hospital for 4 or 5 days and I have been seeing *Dr.
*Dr. MacKnight continues to provide exceptional care to m. I am privileged to have him as my physician. I have
referred several patients to him and he has provided the same high quality care to them that I receive. He is the
*Amy Alson is absolutely wonderful, and I'm so thankful to have her as my doctor!
Always great to go to Crossroads. *Megan does a fantastic job drawing my blood. *Dr. DeGeorge is top notch!
*Dr. Seki Balogun is excellent!
*Dr. Barrett is wonderful!
*Dr. Harrison spent all the time needed to ascertain a diagnosis - QUALITY time, much appreciated!
*Dr. Domson has been great with him through the whole process. The nurses arse always good to him and enjoy
seeing him. I am glad my son was referred to UVA and *Domson's office.
*Dr. Purow and his assistant were very helpful in getting me an appointment with neurology that I had not been
able to get myself. *Dr. Purow's nurses always respond to emails with questions in a helpful and timely manner.
I couldn't be happier with the care I receive from *Dr. Ghanta & _____ team.
*Dr. Frick is a very good, concerned, and caring doctor. He always explains things so that I understand.
While there, I met an employee named *Bucky Thacker who was one of the kindest people I have ever met,
*Dr. Browne is outstanding. This is my second knee. Indeed, the whole ortho dept. is outstanding. Recent visit
*Dr. Chhabra, past other _____ ortho *Dr. Kahler, outstanding.

Excellent staff nurse (*Millie) as well as support staff.
This was a lactation visit with *Dr. Kellams and *Katie, lactation consultant. They were kind, thoughtful,
supportive, knowledgeable, and most of all very helpful. I would recommend them with out hesitation.
*Dr. Galbreath and his team are exceptional. I consistently receive world class care from him, his hygienist and
*Dr. Volodin is compassionate and caring. His expertise is evident and he explains things quite well to put me at
*Dr. Southerland is a great doctor and takes the time needed for his patients.
*Dr. Vance and her team are always very professional and patient focused. *Dr. Vance is the reason I always
I did ask general questions which were answered completely. *Dr. Newman is a genius. SERIOUSLY.
Patient of *Dr. Hatter for 25 yrs. - I rate him excellent.
*Dr. Early was so wonderful with our child, this dedication to his profession is beyond compare.
My doctors are: *Dr. Bruce Plum, *Dr. Belcheck. I have been please with my doctors.
I liked the fact that *Dr. Shonka did not force fully make the case for surgery, just gave facts, answered
*Dr. Borowitz is a gem, and we have had excellent service consistently at UVA Pediatric Gastroenterology. Very
*Dr. Gwalhmey was very informative and patient. He provided the care we could not get in Lynchburg. His
attention to detail and love for his job really showed. Although he normally treats older patients he worked well
I went for a tetanus shot in preparation for a mission trip so I just saw a nurse who was great. *Dr. Forbes has
been my physician for 40 yrs. & I respect him & his ability as my doctor. He is great!
Very impressed w/*Dr. Patel.
*Dr. Duska is an excellent physician/surgeon. Her care is both professional & personal. The RN *Anita Mc Cray
who works with *Dr. Duska provides top notch teaching whenever needed. She returns calls promptly & always
*Dr. Matt Green is a very good caring doctor! We are very lucky to have him for our doctor!
*Dr. Davis was excellent!
Overall, a great experience from initial visit, to surgery to follow-ups. I would recommend *Dr. Freilich and UVA
*Dr. Freilich did a great job. Would see him again for any hand injury. Seems to be a good person!
*Dr. Daniero and the interns were very professional and kind. The nurses, as well, were very nice and caring.
*Dr. Eric Davis is great.
This NP took the place of *Dr. Jaffee who was excellent +. I enjoyed my time with her. ______
*Dr. Netland is a kind man. He is pleasant, a good listener, responds thoroughly to questions. He's respectful to
I have only been seeing *Dr. Goldman for a couple months but I always feel like she is concerned about how I am
They check my list to see if it's the same medication & dose. I really liked *Lisa Jett. She gave me some answers
Highly recommend *Dr. Tuckey and her team.
*Dr. Lyons is very good. She has a lot of patience with elderly people.
I saw *Mary Beth Slagle, *Wendy Westfield's team mate and I adore her. She is a wonderful caregiver.
Very impressed with *Dr. Fernandez.
*Dr. Mark Okusa has been my attending physician ever since I was a patient at UVA more than 10 years ago. He
is doing a good job in keeping my kidney stage 3 stable. Thank you to all my health providers to keeping me a
*Dr. Fountain is the best!!
All the oncology doctors are amazing. *Dr. Belyea is our favorite. Also, all the nurses are wonderful and are so
*Dr. Gander is a wonderful doctor who displays professionalism and is kind and courteous. Something that is
rare to see in doctors. He is someone who shows care about his patients. Thank you.
*Dr. Uthlaut is an excellent doctor - knowledgeable, friendly, interested in his patient takes time to listen asks
We love *Dr. Vergales and all staff at the office. They truly care about children and are in the business of making
children healthy and parents happy knowing their child is in the best hands w/the providers @ UVA! Thank you!
*Kelsey Parente is a very knowledgeable hand/extremity provider. She impressed me so much that when my
husband developed any issue with his hand, I didn't hesitate to recommend that he see her. He also was
Overall *Dr. Miller and his staff were all amazing. Everyone took the time to make me feel comfortable and
answer all my questions, and I really trusted them to take care of me.

I value very much *Dr. Balogun. She is my doctor, but also a friend.
*Dr. Johnson is a excellent doctor. He listens and is very informative.
*Dr. Kaufman and entire staff in clinic were wonderful!
*Michele Hamrick is exceptionally friendly, sympathetic "up beat" and competent. I look forward to seeing her
*Marcia Molnar, PA is an asset to the staff at UVA. The Cancer Center as a whole is wonderful and is top rated
*Dr. Kimpel & his residents are always thorough & show concern for my needs.
*Michelle Beard is an exceptional care giver. I have had the good luck to be with *Ms. Beard and her team since
2002. Incredible medical professional who treats her patients with compassion.
*Dr. Archbald-Pannone goes above and beyond - her care is genuine. Couldn't write a script for anyone better!
My first time see *Juanita Regal. She did a excellent check up. I would see her again.
*Dr. Pinkston is amazing I loved how she was attentive & had answers for our questions, she's a wonderful dr. I
felt like she really cared about my child & what was going on.
I asked *Dr. Jaffe if I needed hip replacement surgery. I was very relieved when she said "no," and suggested a
*Dr. "D" is a good doctor. She cares & talks in terms you understand.
I would highly recommend *Dr. Yarboro.
*Dr. Rubendall knows the spine & problems associated with it better than anyone I have seen. His care and
advice took care of the pain and the problem. ... he is a good person!
*Dr. Ramsdale was very nice & professional, this was the first time I saw her since *Dr. Wiess retired. I really like
*Michael Gwaltney is the best pediatrician I have ever met, I have three children, so I have met a ton of
*Dr. Fullerton is excellent - Very competent.
First visit with *Dr. Cherry - Good experience.
The praise UVA Medical to anyone we talk medical issues with. *Dr. Adams & his staff are the best!
*Dr. Ed Rose and his staff are amazing. They are always upbeat, professional and courteous.
*Joanne Coleman is a specialist that I have an appointment with for my sleep apnea. She provided great service.
*Susan Cluett provided excellent patient care. She is the best!
The ladies at registration, *Dr. Gray and his nurse are all amazing. Never feel I'm an inconvenience nor feel
embarrassed in any way talking about the problems I experienced. Kudos to all of them!
*Dr. Lather was excellent. She answered our questions and explained everything.
I filled out this questionnaire on line. *Dr. Grosh is top notch and so is the staff. The visit was to get a CT report *Dr. Lather is amazing. I called with a concern from an ER visit. Received quick response & told to come right in.
By the time we arrived, *Dr. Lather had reviewed ER notes & x-ray and already coordinated a plan of corrective
*Mr. Potter is a great dr. I will miss him. I do hope I will continue to get great care when he is gone. Will miss
*Dr. Jane Jr. is amazing. He always takes the time to listen and care for our child even when our child will not
*Dr. C. and his assistant *Ms. Beard worked together very well as a team. They also show concerned about their
The provider *Dr. Balogun has been _____ understanding my complain, seriously concerned about my need and
effectively responsive and kind. The receptionist was responsive and kind - the nurse was kind knowledgeable.
*Dr. Salomon is an excellent physician. I have followed him from locations to location.
*Dr. Sarah Pumphrey is a wonderful doctor. We can't recommend her enough!
I am immensely please with *Dr. Sarah Pumphrey and her team. We are so fortunate to have a caring doctor,
who also listens to our concerns with common sense and candor.
*Nicholas Calabrese was kind, and seemed genuinely concerned. He seemed very knowledgeable, and gave me
*Dr. Newman is AWESOME. He is very thorough, kind, and smart. The ortho clinic was much better than when I
*Dr. Forbes and his nurse *Ann provide excellent care!
Excellent: *Dr. Bowman and staff!
*Dr. Northup & *Linda R. FANTASTIC!
*Dr. Shaffrey is awesome!!
*Denise Bruen is THE best nurse prac. I've ever been seen by - She's so friendly and truly wants to help - Never

*Dr. Jaffe and the entire UVA physician's group staff are top - notch in providing both routine and emergency
Was very pleased with *Dr Srivastava. First time 2 had seen her.
Not only does *Dr. Rose treat me as a patient but he makes me fill as if I'm very special when he is taking care of
my needs. We need more doctors like him. What a great doctor.
*Srivastava pulls me/allows me a part in the decision making concerning my health. I appreciate this.
*Dr. Leinback is outstanding. Very caring & personable.
*Kristen Heinan was wonderful.
*Dr. Landen & his staff are all very pleasant and quite efficient. When I have questions they are always
answered, the visits never seemed rushed through some times I can see that they are busy. I am blessed to be a
*Dr. Pappas and her interns are always open to any question we have. They explain things so that we can easily
understand and never have we felt belittled or stupid for asking even the most simple thing. They are also very
attentive and kind to our very shy little girl who does not like visiting the doctor. *Dr. Pappas is a true asset to
I have been extremely pleased with all the care I have received. *Dr. Brenin is a wonder doctor, caring, & really
*Dr. Johnson is an excellent pediatrician. And his nurse is wonderful also.
*Dr. Gazewood is one of the best medical professionals I have met, and I feel safe and secure that I would get
the best care I need with concern to my individual needs and wishes. This same attitude of respect and care is
I would recommend *Dr. E Cirenza to a friend and only him when he goes from there I go from there I wish to
*Dr. Cooper and his staff are wonderful. I couldn't wish for a better team.
*Dr. Brenin AND her staff are exceptional!! *Blackhall and her staff are also exceptional.
*Carolyn Jones is the best dental technician, always professional, courteous & caring. Same true for *Dr.
A first rate experience from beginning to end. *Dr. Srivastava is very empathetic and understanding, and an
Dr. *Ranney is awesome! We hope she stays here forever!!
*Jennifer Hart was very responsive to my problems listened and proposed solutions.
*Dr. Kern is an excellent doctor ? both in medical skills but also human skills, I was put into hospice initially until
a got a second opinion from *Dr. Kern. He led a team of doctors with a major operation. Today I am playing golf.
*Dr. Gazewood has been my primary care physician for nearby a decade, and he has always been the best
possible provider, making me feel safe, respected and well taken care of. The whole team has always been
*Dr. P is a gifted _____ man.
I did recommend my sister too *Dr. Kimpel.
I really like *Dr. Courtney. She is a very good doctor.
*Doctor Warren is a caring doctor and had answered all my questions.
*Suzanne is wonderful! The new social worker is such a great attribute!
*Dr. Hullfish was excellent - caring, knowledgeable excellent communicator, very gentle & kind.
*Dr. Snyder is the very best. I trust him completely.
I really like going to the UVA Stoney Creek Family Health Clinic and especially seeing *Dr. Fullerton - she is great!
The staff and nurses at this clinic are always courteous, personable and caring.
Excellent marks for *Dr. Lim!
*Ms. Harrison made well use of the time I felt like ALL of her time was devoted to my case.
*Dr. Lippert and her staff were great. *Dr. Lippert gave me the personal touch.
*Dr Ballew is a great physician!
We love *Dr. Langer, she is awesome.
Liked *Hassanzadeh! Casual & easy to talk to.
I absolutely love *Dr. DeGeorge. She is kind, attentive and knowledgeable. She never makes me feel like she is
in a rush even though I know she is very busy. *Joy at the front desk is always delightful to talk to and will help
A special recognition to *Evelyn G_____ in ______, who has been my hygienist for years - does a superb job.
*Dr. Lepsch is excellent! He is so smart and always carefully explains medicines, my disease process, and needed

I'm so blessed to have *Dr. Wilder as my orthopedic and *Mary as one of his nurses. Thank you for keeping me
on the basketball court and for keeping me healthy! Blessings to you both for all you do!
I only saw *Dr. Boyle for a few minutes. I was having an ultrasound for genetic screening during my pregnancy.
She came in to share the results. The technician and the resident were very helpful and professional.
*Dr. Shorten was great. Professional, knowledgeable, patient, & had a good sense of humor.
*Dr. Keeley was very patient and addressed all our questions & concerns. I have recommended her to friends.
I love *Dr. Boggs. She is a great doctor.
*Dr. Shonka and his staff are always very professional, kind, and helpful.
*Jen Prol is a wonderful provider. She listens and is always concerned about me as a person, not just a patient. I
have been a patient for a long time, the new people at the front desk are wonderful.
If I ever need a knee problem taken care of, I want *Chad Wilson to take care of it. He's the best. Everybody
Due to the very serious nature of my illness *Dr. Portell saw me within a few days of initial contact. He does an
excellent job of explaining treatment options and care. He provides outstanding care.
*Dr. Tripathi has been great to work with. She helps me understand my diagnosis and makes me feel like I have
a voice in my treatment. She is very knowledgeable about my disease and I appreciate that. She doesn't
*Dr. Gunda is an excellent doctor. Shows concern for patient and communicates all health issues to patient.
I liked *Dr. Argo very much. This was my first visit to UVA Digestive Health and to see *Dr. Argo.
*Dr. William Grosh has been my _____ for 24 yrs. I was stage 3 colon cancer when I started with Dr. _____. He
has been so involved in my medicine and personal care _____ these years. _____ is _____ of any change.
*Dr. Salomon always talks to me and gives me his full attention and remembers my health issues. He listens to
me and then responds to what action to take. *Dr. Salomon shows compassion for me as his patient to help me
*Dr. Benjamin Purow is exceedingly warm and caring. His professional background combined with his
thoroughness and exceptional reputation makes him a very special physician; one I am very grateful to receive
We've never had any problems with any aspect of our care with *Dr. Shaffrey & his team.
*Dr. Shaffrey - excellent. Nurses/staff excellent.
*Dr. Langer I would highly recommend to anyone with a seizure problem. *Dr. Langer works with me as a strong
educated neurologist. She is very peaceful and listens carefully and makes me feel very comfortable. She knows
My family and I were very pleased with the care provided by *Dr. Yarboro and his staff and all office personnel.
*Dr. Casey is a fantastic physician! We highly recommend her to our family & friends!
*Jose Gurrola MD was very professional and provide me with exceptional service. And was to the point on what
*Dr. Deal listens to the patient. This is very important to me.
*Dr. Russell provides care in a sensitive & caring way & is responsive to concerns. He is technically adept &
helpful in keeping the patient at ease during the procedure & after.
*Dr. Adams is friendly but not overly friendly. He is very precise in his statements & his explanations of
procedures are exact so you know what is going to happen. I feel very confident of his decisions as I put my life
Very good reception area and staff - *Dr. Grosch very well informed and *Ms. Michelle Besrd, his assistant, is
very helpful and all keep me informed and educated about my health.
*Stacy Hite in PT is awesome!
*Dr. Eagleson is a gem, if only more drs. were as competent, and compassionate. I drive over an hour to access
UVA's services, and am never disappointed. I receive nothing but the best, most thorough care, from every
Both *Dr. Darby and *Dr. Marsh's facilities are well run and show concern for patients.
I have the highest regards for *Dr. Okusa and the care I have received throughout my visits to the Kidney Clinic.
My experience was wonderful. *Dr. Copeland is patient, kind, courteous. He cares about his patients &
empathetic (all qualities missing in physicians today. I already have recommended him to family & friends.)
*Dr. Traci & her staff are very knowledgeable and very helpful.
I am very impressed w/ *Dr. Cooper and his staff. He is honestly one of the best doctors I have ever been to.
*Dr. Hoard and staff (*Kathy) are always so nice and work so good with my visits.

*Dr. Barrett is an OUTSTANDING and caring physician.
*Dr. Liu, *Allison (his NP), & other staff have been such a wonderful addition to my medical team. They are such
I have had great... in the provider *Dr. James Reid is very concern & very professional when I have _____ visits.
Very impressed with *Dr. Lawrence and ALL the staff in her office.
*Dr. Fountain is a try excellent doctor.
I was impressed with how much *Dr. David Schiff sees me as a person - not just a case, not just as meningioma
*Dr. Morgan is the best! He is an asset to UVA! UVA is lucky to have this doctor!
My experience over the last 52 weeks (since 3/24) 2015 has been very good with *Dr. Wolfe. And the nursing
*Amy was awesome. I called for an appt & was scheduled with 2 days. She immediately identified the problem,
x-rayed my hand splinted & prescribed a pain control. She F/U with me in exactly 2 wks as promised.
*Jennifer Hart is lovely, she had nice rapport with my teenage daughter, and we enjoyed meeting her. She
provided good advice and helped put my daughter's mind at ease about her injury.
*Dr. Campbell and staff were very professional and friendly.
*Dr. Jaffe is a great doctor, very concern with your health and always ask me if I am satisfied with all she has ask
or told me about my visit. We need more doctors like her. She also has a group of staff that's concerned also.
*Dr. Fuchs is awesome.
*Dr. Ghaemmeghami is one of the best physicians I have ever seen, caring, knowledgeable while being
I have a good visit at UVA in all depts. visited. *Dr. Brown's staff & *Dr. Brown are excellent for me.
The visit with *Dr. Greer was speedy. He is awesome! He treated my symptoms appropriate. Started healing
immediately. I love his personality! Great provider, great mentor and teacher. He rocks!!
Excellent care from *Dr. Kindwall-Keller & all other staff at UVA oncology.
*Dr. Cooper is personable & knowledgeable! His staff is efficient, caring & also knowledgeable!
*Dr. Scott Sexton is the best. He is smart. He can explain medical terminology and issues so the untrained can
easily understand. He cares. He can easily process information from multiple disciplines. He has a sense of
Very impressed with *Dr. Stanta and her approach.
I saw a sub for *Cui - very nice & knowledgeable. I have seen *Cui he is very pleasant, smart & competent.
I feel that *Dr. Patrick Northup is very knowledgeable of the progression of liver disease. I feel confident in his
*Dr. Anderson is the best endocrinologist I have ever worked with in helping me control my Type 1 diabetes. My
A1C's are the lowest they have ever been in my life. I am 50 years Type 1!
I have seen *Dr. Browne on 2 visits. During both visits he was courteous and very professional. I am pleased to
My appointment with *Dawn Bourne was one of the most positive medical appts I've ever had. She was
thorough, and took the time to explain the issue beyond the extent of my questions. She was amazing!
*Kate and nurse *Brit started off my labor. They were amazing! At 7 a.m. midwife *Mary & nurse *Carrie took
over. They were just the energy boost my delivery needed after a long night. Those 4 women made mine & --'
experience so positive, and one will cherish forever. We owe it all to them. We will be spreading the word
This was my first visit to *Dr. Kron for a consultation - Was pleased with the guidance he offered. If conditions
Two siblings and 1 regularly see *Dr. Yates for our vision care. We trust *Dr. Yates completely. We hold him in
the highest esteem. Staff is always great. Very grateful to be able to be seen by UVA Eye Clinic.
(*Lisa Yarborough) *Erica Acosta are wonderful. I was so nervous and they put me at ease. Always smiling
*Allan Cupp was also great!! How lucky I am to have such a wonderful team!
*Dr. Annex is the best!
*Dr. King is outstanding.
As a physician, I can recognize this as exceptional service. This was a routine follow-up visit on a long standing
*Dr.Claytonis outstanding and has helped me immensely.
*Dr. N. is great. I am on the road to success.
Therapy with *Karen Ingersoll has been extremely helpful!

*Amit is very compassionate and straight-forward. He give "homework" each week which has assisted me in
looking at trauma and upset with accurate thinking. THIS IS CHANGING MY LIFE.
*Dr. Clayton shows concern and empathy. *Dr. Torbay is a good team member *Dr. Gombug is incredible - she is awesome! Thanks to her my meds are on track. Will miss her.
*Annie has been so helpful.
*Dr. Cohen, anesthesiologists have all been highly capable, professional and extremely kind.
Shout outs to *Tina Leftwich & *Suzy Morris for help understanding charges.
*Dr. Jackson is outstanding and makes everyone including parents feel heard. Very careful and informed about
I am so thankful to have *Dr. Maadan and his staff as our care provider. Our experiences have always been
positive and I cannot recommend them to enough friends and family members!
*Joe and *Penny always do an excellent job and make us feel welcome.
*Dr. Maadan has done wonders for my son. He makes us feel comfortable discussing any issue or concern and
We will continue to seek care here and refer others. *Dr. Madaan has been such a blessing and to see my son
*Dr. Torbey & Dr. Lee very attentive.
*Dr. McEuchern is an excellent doctor (Resident).
*Dr. Clayton is the best.
*Stefeney Maid. Everyone _____ was courteous and went out of her way to make sure every one was taken
care off (she was always on top of things you a very lucky to have her.
*Kim was professional and efficient on both visits.
*Sara - and *Bethany - Zion X roads - were both professional, friendly and comforting care providers. Could not
I understand I was very fortunate to get an appointment w. *Dr. Parl in such a short (3 - wk.) timeframe. My
I could not be more pleased not only can *Dr. Parl address my problem surgically but he has provided me with
*Lois Fulks was an awesome PA.
My team was registrar - *Vjena, my nurse was *Allison, technologist was *Amy, *Donyll, & *Brenda. Great
*Debbie was very friendly and helpful. She performed her duties in an excellent manner.
During my 17 visits to your facility I was totally satisfied with my care *Drew & *Bryan are fantastic care givers.
I am a RN at UVA, and I was so impressed by the great care we received. The Battle Building is amazing. All the
staff was great, and *Dr. Lather was exceptional. She performed a detailed assessment & took plenty of time to
*Carmen is amazing! I was very nervous and she kept me calm, allowed my spouse in the testing area and
*Carmen is amazing! Thank you!
I would not have been able to get thru the 90 minute MRI without *Carmen!
I drive from Edinburg VA. Due to the care I receive from *Dr. Diana Gomez she is great! Very caring &
Areas were well maintained. Bathrooms clean and staff couldn't be better. My doctor *Dr. Jennifer Heart is
My radiologist was *Francis - she was very kind, professional and friendly.
Please recognize the staff @ the transplant clinic please recognize, *Marcia, *Dot, *Greg, *Dr. Argo these folks
are a compliment to UVA, they deserve all the praise, possible, I have never encountered, a more pleasant,
health care provider please let them know, they are an asset! to UVA, *Amy at the scheduling was wonderful.
I was seen by *Dr. Rendos at Northridge on Monday and ultrasound had me in on Wednesday! Very prompt and
overall, attention to my urgent need for results were excellent. Dr. even posted my results on MyChart.com on
*Mrs. Buhlard was very professional and courteous through-out.
*Brian _____ is excellent. He explained things to me that others had not been able to.
*Bethany was a wonderful tech. Caring & friendly - remembered me from last year.
*Annie & *Paul were so kind & professional. They both did an excellent job of explaining the procedure to me.
Could not possibly be better. *Stephanie is very helpful, extremely courteous, and on top of her 'game.'
*Mary goes out of her way to address any questions and helps to address any issue when it arises.
I was extremely impressed by the care I received by *Dr. Trowbridge. She was very knowledgeable about my
Gartner Ducts appt. which is a first for me w/any physician (mostly MJH physicians) I have seen in the past 5

Everything went smoothly & nurse *Elizabeth & the CT tech were very attentive. Awesome staff & environment.
Felt as if we need to reach out that any time we are welcomed to. Very informative and "Tamara" with *Dr.
Third time with "*Liz". I told her I was cancer-free. I just go now for Herceptin. She said, "I'm not usually a
*Wesley Sprouse was very kind friendly took his time to explain a very nice guy.
Registrar - *Bridget nurse - *Joan tech *Nancy M everyone was very professional and kind. Also saw *Dr. Lin and
*Dr. Sheehan, Charlie Exline and staff are always excellent, providing professional, caring and excellent medical
I was transplanted five years ago. I was hospitalized for four months. Everything has been good with the staff
RN's *Shawn & *Bev are excellent still today. You all saved my life. Thanks!!!
I had surgery by *Dr. Paine ENT & *Dr. Jane Nearo on 2-9-16. I consider them to be top surgeons in their field.
They treated me as if I were special. All the treatment I received was the best I've received. The staff were
always happy to help I didn't have to wait for anything. I was on 6th floor I'm a retired RN, you can't be proud of
Had to have stress test, you have an angel in there. *Dana he never left my side during test, he kept me in
Consultation - *Dr. Shuban - excellent. NP - *Chasley - excellent consultation. #2-3. NP. #5. *Dr. Shuban.
The nurse, *Gina was excellent!
*Sherlock at registration office excellent *Candice was very sweet with my 7 year old (the one getting the EEG) and did a great job communicating with
Amazing. Such kind and wonderful people. *Donna was understanding and helpful *Tim, yes that's how he
introduced himself as, *Tim Showalter, so very approachable and personable besides being knowledgeable. #6.
*Mark was my nurse and administered the infusion. *Mark is always efficient and virtually pain free when
MRI nurse *Marty was great.
*Mary MRI nurse was wonderful.
Thank you *Dr. Scott Seatan - Waynesboro Primary Care for recognizing my symptoms, acting quickly & saving
my life. Staff in pulmonary clinic & sleep lab superb. *Joanne Coleman NP - thank you for doing a check phone
call so quickly & ordering my equipment promptly. Although I do not like using a CPAP machine. I sure do feel
I waited about 45 minutes only because I got there early. Time wise and apt. went very good as usual. *Dr.
You have been recommended by me to several person with hearing problems. *Dr. Clark has been there for me
I live in Ohio and travel to UVA to see *Dr. Liu. I have been an RN @ a Academic University hospital for almost
30 years. I have never had such great care from a physician nor have I witnessed often the empathy and skill
towards patients that I have received from *Dr. Liu. In this time of technology and sharing of information
regarding excellence in those who provide medical care, I have been a voice of the utmost respect for *Dr. Liu
and his skill, compassion and knowledge for those afflicted with Chiari and intracranial hypertension. His
I was treated like queen for a day on both my 2 recent visits. *Tiffany Davis & *Tony & *Dr. Clifton are
*Dianne @ 434-243-6700 very helpful over the phone.
Both *Brenda and *Michelle at ground floor (basement) registration were very helpful and efficient. Very quick
*Dr. David Diduch is a great doctor. Great bedside manner.
*Dr. Joe Pack is wonderful! UVA is fortunate to have him on staff! Excellent nursing & ANE staff as well!
Nurse: *Joan. Technologists: *Brenda. >Both were very caring & considerate.
*Dr. Read is awesome highly, highly recommend. Loved his commercial! Overall great experience as a former
I learned so much about how technology and treatments. *Sandra very accurate.
*Dr. Howard Malpass was great!!! Good listener, took time to explain each step of visit. Showed great interest
in solving my issues & PERSONALLY followed up the next day by phone. Can't say enough about this doctor. And
*Bridget was excellent. Very professional.
*Julie was excellent, very attentive and concerned for how I was feeling.
*Dr. Donna Catalano is the most exceptional audiologist I have ever met! She was warm, friendly and put me at
ease immediately. She was extremely thorough in explaining the procedures and what she was doing as she did
I was meeting with both my doctors only a few hours after my test with *Donna. She completed all my reports
immediately so that my doctors would have the results with her assessment when I saw them that same

*Deb _____ was fantastic took extra time to answer questions and was able to fix hearing aid "in house".
*Dr. Gia DeAngelis is highly professional an expert in her field and the nicest person!
The nurse *Sandra Davis RN was worried about the way my chest sounded (I was there pre a colonoscopy
(something totally different). She called a resident & they sent me to my PCP so I got diagnosed with pneumonia
*Tim, *Anita and *April attended me and they were just FANTASTIC!! I can't say enough good about UVA!
Good experience, was made to feel comfortable from day 1. Good rapport with *Donna Lash. Went out of her
way to make sure that I was comfortable and understood all procedures. Also accommodated appointment
Also *Cindy was great - Very caring, pleasant and knowledgeable.
Overall, good experience. *Dr. Showalter is outstanding, set up my entire treatment program, set up radiation in
Winchester to accommodate. Always explained clearly - B_____ therapy experience very positive.
She was so nice and kind to me. What more I need. *Martha _____.
My nurse I had was real good to me bless her heart. *Martha RN.
Nurse was so good, I couldn't ask for more, also *Doctor Winick and his staff.
Loved *Ken very good.
The technologist *Anne Muree was very skillful!
*Julia very professional and straight to the matter. Excellent job.
*Mrs. Sturtevant and *Nina (the student in training) was excellent, *Mrs. Sturtevant is nothing short of amazing
in her competence, caring and thoroughness and *Nina has thus learned from and emulates the best.
I have recommended several persons to *Mrs. Sturtevant.
*Wanda was very pleasant and informative.
Nurse & doctor were very friendly & helpful to me. *Doctor Claire Denny very nice answered all my questions.
Everyone was outstanding!! *Dr. Brandi Nicholson, *Diane Everett & EVERY single person I came into contact
*Dr. Weder's group is top notch!! They saved my life and I will never forget it.
Had an ultrasound of gall bladder, etc. On January 20, 2016 at Fontaine. *Shawna H. was the tech - she did a
fantastic job. Discharged v/s with the radiologist to ensure findings (or lack of findings). SHe was very reassuring.
Explained everything very thoroughly. Great Job! Registrar, _____, was great too - very friendly. Thanks for the
Nurse *Margaret Kellison is simply great. I could not ask or expect better care she provides.
*Dr. Laahn Foster IS great and shows great concern for my treatment and care.
Nurse *Sandra Schwaner is a wonderful, kind and considerate lady. She patiently answers my questions and is
I believe his name was *Mohammed. VERY nice & made me feel very safe, comfortable, informed.
*Wanda was great, very polite.
*Sara got me a warm blanket, explained my test, very polite & professional.
My 7 year old had to have a MRI on 3/22 and 3/28 without sedation. Our anxiety was high but our tech *Dan
was phenomenal. He even stayed a little over his shift to greet us on 3/28 and introduce us to the tech doing
I have told everyone I know about what a great experience we had because of *Dan our MRI tech. He went
*Ms. Denny was excellent. The staff person who performed my knee x-ray was also excellent. Friendly,
I was pleased that several came to make sure I was clear on my procedure. Appreciated *Dr. Hashell checking
*Jodi Wells and her nurse are awesome! They make you feel welcome and talk with you like they have known
you for years! My husband and nephew both have been to her and give her excellent comments!
*Tammy deserves a star!!
Everyone made me feel like I was well cared for. *Carlee prepared me for my procedure and set me at ease.
*Dr. Behm came in to meat me and explained the procedure. *Dr. White explained my anesthesia. When I got
*Bethany Shifflett is wonderful!!
Nurse *Flanagan is always excellent, professional and knowledgeable. She makes sure we understand what is
*Dr. Kilbourne makes sure that we are well informed and shows genuine concern that we have the skills and
*Noel, *Charles and *Teressa were all wonderful.

*Dr. Kenneth Liu was so wonderful as was *Allison Walton, NP. I'm very thankful to him and his staff for all they
did for me. *Dr. Liu made me fee relaxed and very optimistic of my surgery.
Everyone was good and really nice. I love *Dr. Copeland MRI group wonderful. #1. They are nice great.
I was cold they covered me with blankets. I have good drs. *Dr. Copeland, *Dr. Landon. I love them. I love
Very good experience - everyone is so nice, my registrar name was *Bridget. Nurse *Joan & MRI tech *Breck - all
Offered crackers & water after procedure MRI guy - *Jose? was so affirming of how well I did because I am sure
he sensed my anxiety too. So reassuring throughout my time in the 'tube' - explained silences, what was
I did not finish my first MRI out of anxiety. I believe my techs name was *John. I only finished this MRI because
of *John's kindness, patience and willingness to help me through the test.
staff during the stress test * outstanding +
*Martha Perkins is awesome delightful, caring, quick to respond to needs & concerns.
Nurse *Donna Dovcet was by far the best nurse we have had. Extremely knowledgeable & helpful.
*Elizabeth Howard was the nurse giving the chemo to me and was great!! I wish every nurse could be like her.
*Ujera was very nice.
*Yvonne E. - started my INT without any problems. I am a hard stick and she did a GREAT job! Made my day!
*Michelle & *Brenda did a great job during my procedure. Explained everything good. Very concerned for my
LOVE *Dr. Abel - staff.
Excellent service. *Michelle was fantastic.
*Dr. Showalter & nurse (*Donna Lash) were the best team ever. Thanks for being a top notch facility.
*Deb never seems rushed during our visits. She always takes her time with us.
Very professional and personal service by a nurse "Wanda" & MRI tech *Brick". Thank you!
*Dwayne is the best! Always friendly, helpful & professional.
*Ujena was very polite, helpful, and professional.
Nurse *Pamela was very helpful, knowledgeable, and professional. She was very skilled at setting - up the PICC
line for the contrasting MRI procedure. I have a _____ of having difficulty with getting a vein for BW or other
Technician, *Meredith was very helpful, communicated efficiently, and very attentive during the MRI. She was
I had a reaction & *Donna & the other nurses were right there and so great. Thank goodness for such a
*Martha was so helpful. I was very nervous and she held my hand during the procedure.
Appointment @ P & O was worked in @ *Dr. Peramal's request (orthopedics) during scheduled appt. Very short
wait during entire visit and orthotic insert has been wonderfully helpful relieving pain.
Technician's name was *Michael. He took time to explain the mechanics of orthotic and what it would do for
me. Cost very reasonable too! He was personable and thoughtful.
PA I saw was awesome. His name was *Jim.
*Amelia rocks! A NICU nurse in the Infusion Center - genius!
The entire staff at the the UVA Infusion Center is top notch! I can't say enough positive things. From *Nicky in
registration to the snack lady with the art. Your nurses are well trained and work with ease. (From the outside
seems that way). Patients aren't there by choice, but I have to say my worries are somewhat relieved when I
*Janet Starderant was SUPERB.
We see *Mr. Dwayne & *Mr. Kevin and they both ROCK. They have helped us so much.
We always had such a positive experience thus far with *Mr. Dwayne & *Mr. Kevin.
*Mr. Dwaye & *Mr. Kevin are thoughtful and kind always. They are truly BLESSINGS to UVA Pro/Ortho Clinic.
*Sarah Beth (I think that was her name) was very knowledgeable about the process and did an excellent job

